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1.

Helena 37 minutes ago
@ Greg & Paolo: While I completely agree, Eric A. Anderson mentioned
earlier that some meatier updates are on their way - let's hope that happens
very soon. In the meantime, it's good to see the $600k mark reached.
I quite like the way the stretch goals are being gradually revealed, though I
don't know what I feel about Oculus Rift support and localisation being first.
Personally I'd rather see an expansion of content, but the OR is very popular,
and localised versions will no doubt help to bring in new backers.

2.

Maarten Dijkstra about 1 hour ago
Here's something a little off-topic; about a month ago I picked up Myst again
(I forget how many times I've bought it now) on gog.com. Of course the
resolution is so much lower than monitors display now, and the entire game
is a tiny little box in a huge black surround.
Does anyone know how to fix it so the images will display larger, even if it
means they get a bit blurry? Playing a game postage-stamp size isn't easy! :)
Also - yay for $600k!

3.

Paolo Cecchetti about 1 hour ago
@Greg yes it should be the right moment to update with real information and
big updates. Cyan always loved mystery around their projects, but this time,
asking for people money they should understand that they have to show
something more.

4.

Greg Szemiot about 1 hour ago
I have to echo other comments here, Cyan are being way too slow with
updates and such.

5.

Greg Szemiot about 1 hour ago
@miumiaou - I think it would simply be an option in the game rather than
necessitating a whole different version.
I will buy an OR if this game gets OR support!

6.

miumiaou about 1 hour ago
I think it would be great to make two version: one for the Oculus Rift and one
without (but only if the time make it possible)

7.

David Thery-Bulha about 2 hours ago
@andreas I can agree Oculus Rift may not attract more backers but it would
be really awesome and localization is already part of the same first stretch
goal. And epic soundtrack is already planned, we just don't know the name of
the composer.
But yeah I would love to have more content announced.

8.

Andreas Roskosch about 2 hours ago
@Grover:
That's exactly what I said, this campaign is going to fail, if nothing changes.
The momentum is gone. Ragnar Tornquist from Dreamfall Chapters
campaign had the right mixture of updates including in-game footage.
Nobody should believe, that the last few days will bring that big But I'm just a
negative poster, so ignore my words.
Oculus Rift as part of the first stretch goal isn't a good choice. At the moment
this is much more hype than real demand. The first stretch goals should
concentrate on localisation, extended content (worlds, mysteries,
puzzles, ...), epic soundtrack and so on.

9.

Matt Giuca about 2 hours ago
Ah, Localization of course! Well as a result of the talk about Oculus Rift last
week, I went and did a bunch of research on it. I'm pretty excited about
playing Obduction on it now. I wonder how much work it would be to set it up,
given that Unreal 4 already supports it? Surely not a lot of work to integrate it
into the game.
(Hm, I wonder if it would be too much to dream of realMyst Masterpiece
Edition also supporting Oculus!)

10.

Tommy Johansson about 2 hours ago
About localisation. In swedish, danish and german obduktion (with a _k_)
means autopsy. Should be mentioned perhaps.

11.

Paolo Cecchetti about 3 hours ago
Ok, I'm in now :-)

I waited before pledging even if I was sure to enter the project, but now that
pledging ratio is falling I wanted to give my little help to keep it alive.
As most of you I fell in love with Myst since the beginning (evenings trying to
solve those still marvelous puzzles) so I'm sure Cyan will be able to give us
another wonderful adventure.
Paolo

12.

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 about 3 hours ago
@Jason: As there's no consumer version of the Rift yet, that's a bit beside
the point. The interest in it is nothing but huge.

13.

Grover about 4 hours ago
Glad to see Localisations being part of the 1st Stretch Goal, WOOT!

14.

Jon Asquith about 4 hours ago
Joining the chorus of Cyan lovers. I most definitely wouldn't be an
animator/composer if it wasn't for these games. So, so excited for what the
guys can do with Obduction.

15.

Jason Andersen about 4 hours ago
@Ryan: I'd be curious just how big the Oculus Rift community actually is. I've
seen a lot of "you should make this for Oc Rift" followed by, "although I don't
have one, I just think it would be cool".
Makes me wonder if it will actually bring in additional pledges or not, instead
of a stretch that would, say, add 25% more content to the game or something
like that.
Now, I think Localization will definitely add backers, assuming word gets out

to non-English speaking fans.

16.

David Thery-Bulha about 4 hours ago
@Joann According to Kickstarter the longer a project is the less chance it
have to be founded

17.

Ryan S. Davis about 4 hours ago
I'm not part of the oculus rift community, but I really hope the people who
we're asking for it will not only increase their pledges, but spread the word to
other sites/forums/games that are involved with Oculus rift.

18.

Jason Andersen about 4 hours ago
I think I've deciphered the 2nd stretch goal: Consoles. Oh YEAH!
Ok, so I haven't deciphered anything.

19.

Joann about 4 hours ago
I wish they had the funding period for 60 days. A) more chance of reaching
stretch goals; and B) more pay cycles I can squirrel money aside to add to
my pledge.

20.

Ryan Warzecha about 5 hours ago
Glad you guys saw that...

21.

Adreitz about 5 hours ago
@Tako: That means providing the game in additional languages, either
through subtitles or re-recording of vocals.

22.

Stefan Laackman about 5 hours ago
@matt haha, havent seen yr comment, while i was posting this.

23.

Stefan Laackman about 5 hours ago
2nd line is 'localisations'!

24.

Kate W about 5 hours ago
This is from years of trying to decipher those bloody CAPTCHAs websites
insist on inflicting on us :)

25.

Tako Shak about 5 hours ago
I think it says Localization, but I'm not quite sure what that means...

26.

Kate W about 5 hours ago
"+ localisation".

27.

Stefan Laackman about 5 hours ago
someone already noticed, that the stretch goals graphic starts to clear on the
details site? :)

28.

Matt Giuca about 5 hours ago
Hey, I just noticed that the "stretch goals" image on the main page has been
updated -- it appears to be slowly revealing (by de-blurring) the first stretch
goal. The top line definitely says "Occulus Rift Support" but I can't read the
second line.

29.

Grover about 5 hours ago
Congrats for the $600k! But, Pledeges continue to slow down and according
to Kicktraq, we're on the first day when the Goal may be not reached! We’ve
to spread the Word wider and louder.

30.

Brandee Kestermont about 6 hours ago
I just logged on and saw. WOOT WOOT. COME ON 60%.

31.

TrueStoryGuy about 8 hours ago
Congrats on 600k, Cyan!

32.

Salvo Ludus about 8 hours ago
Just saw a tweet from @JeffSeamster:
Just kicked #Obduction over the $600,000 mark as hard as I could. Cannot
wait for @cyanworlds to make this game. http://bit.ly/cyan-game
Seems like he put us over the $600k mark. Thanks Jeff!

33.

Joel about 8 hours ago
@Eric - There's a difference between the art of the game and the technical
realization of said art. The basic artistic design can stand the test of time
even when the technology is aged. Old 2D console games such as
Symphony of the Night, Super Metroid, or Yoshi's Island are good examples
of this.
I would say all of Riven holds up visually besides the annoying video artifacts
in the CD/digital versions, because the design is so unique and beautiful and
the world is so carefully thought out. Myst is mixed - some parts have really
aged (the island is rough even in realMyst), but others (particularly
Channelwood) are still beautiful.

34.

Horatio about 8 hours ago
Next up: 660K to hit the 60% mark!

35.

William about 8 hours ago
I see the woots and I'll add my own. WOOT! North of 600k and rising! NICE!

36.

Salvo Ludus about 8 hours ago
$600k!! Lol I was so excited to write this post, I was logging in to kickstarter
and accidentally put 2 exclamation marks at the end of my password!

37.

Jeff Seamster about 8 hours ago
So glad to be a part of this. Can't wait to see what the Cyan team has come
up with.

38.

Michael Winter about 8 hours ago
Time for an update! It's only 8:15 p.m. Cyan-time.

39.

Horatio about 8 hours ago
WooHoo! Past the 600K mark and straight on 'til morning!

40.

Alahmnat about 8 hours ago
Woot, 600k get!

41.

Lorna Hartman about 8 hours ago
I .. second Michael! Great job everyone!! Congratulations!

42.

Michael Winter about 8 hours ago
Yessssss! 600K!!

43.

James Andrew Wodehouse about 8 hours ago
Corporate bodies ceo wherefor art thou, you may misseth great
opportunities!

44.

Sean T. Arata about 8 hours ago
Slightly off topic but this is a game about creating a world and atmosphere.
Just finished Gone Home and I was just blown away by it. Everyone should
check it out.

45.

Tako Shak about 8 hours ago
Someone please pledge $550 so I can stop obsessively watching this page...
please!

46.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 9 hours ago
@Eric that is an amazing story!

47.

William about 9 hours ago
@ Eric. Thanks so much for sharing that story! Flappers! And now the Myst is
closing in around my eyes a bit after that. Your story has brought back so
many memories to the forefront of my mind. Good memories! Of people, and
places. Explorers all! Magic indeed. Magic...indeed! BUT! A new age and
wonder is about to open and you're working to open up that brand new
experience! A new adventure! A new story! New wonderful memories to be
made! Dang! I am excited! Witness and Obduction!
Oh, and thanks for posting after I posted your...um...web site. :) There used
to be an old saying when I was very little. If you wanted to find who worked
as a mechanic in town to fix your car, you looked for the house with the
poorest maintained vehicles. Why? Because they are too busy to concentrate
on their own. If you want to find the artist? I am kidding with you. :) Thanks
Eric for sharing!

48.

Adam Morgan about 10 hours ago
Great story--really captures that indefinable "Myst" feeling that we've all had
at various times over the years with Cyan. It's magic.

49.

Eric A Anderson about 10 hours ago
@Adam: Sure, I’m proud of the work in context, especially considering the
circumstances we were dealt... But graphics standards have obviously
moved on since then... unlike the written word, games artwork only lives for
so long before it starts to show its age.
Since everyone here seems to be telling their Myst-related tales of yore....
here’s one of mine...
In early 2000, I was doing commercial work in Minneapolis and not really
enjoying it. Work was hit and miss, and I really wanted to make the move into
games... or at least something less corporate. I’d caught wind of a new studio
in the area that was trying to make the break into “online gaming and/or
shopping”, which was still fairly new territory at the time. I applied, and got
called in for an interview. I forget the specifics of the project (something to do

with an online mall?), but I distinctly remember that the company had the lofty
goal of making “a world that looked as good as Myst or Riven... except
instead of pre-rendered, it would be realtime 3D”. Stop and remember for a
second what was going on in gaming in 2000... this was pre-Xbox... preHalo... The first NVidia GeForce cards had just barely come out... 3D PC
gaming was still in its infancy. When they told me of their grand plans, I
almost laughed at them. Myst in realtime? These people were crazy. I didn’t
take the job, and I think the company actually folded less than a year later.
No one wanted to fund their insane project.
That same summer, I ended up getting an interview at a company I’d shot an
application to months prior, on a whim. Some rinky-dink outfit in the
backwoods of Washington state that had made some successful adventure
games a few years before. They walked me into their conference room and
sat me down and showed me the new game they were working on. I arrived
inside a small, dusty hut, lit by lantern-light. Through the windows, out in the
darkness, I could see snow, gently falling. I stepped outside - on to a scaffold
catwalk - and found myself not under the night sky... but inside of a massive
interior space, filled with... fungus? And not snow, but... spores? I moved
toward the opening of this cave, where I could see sunlight.... and was
surrounded by gigantic towering mushrooms, and machines, and miracles.
On the heels of the previous interview, it was almost comical. Not only was
this sort of thing possible... these crazy people were already doing it. And
then they asked me if I wanted to build worlds, too. And I did. So we did. So
many worlds.
Thanks again for all your support, guys. This means more to all of us than
you can possibly imagine. And I can’t wait to bring you along this time. Let’s
go exploring.

50.

Adam Morgan about 10 hours ago
@Eric: I hope you're still proud of Uru and Myst V! I can assure you they are
infinitely better than anything I wrote 10 years ago.

51.

Eric A Anderson about 10 hours ago
@Adam: Wish this thing had a LIKE button.

52.

Adam Morgan about 10 hours ago
@Eric: Old, old screenplays are precisely what furnaces were made for. ;)

53.

Eric A Anderson about 10 hours ago
@Adam: I bet you loooooove your old, old screenplays, amiright?. ;}

54.

Criswell Weatherman about 10 hours ago
I will be the first to admit that my suspicion about the $10,000 revoker is
exactly that - a suspicion. There could be quite a few legitimate reasons for
the revoke. Maybe the person meant $100 and the zero key just repeated.
But, my suspicions really don't matter. We are here for the same reason. We
want to be OBducted, right?

55.

Adam Morgan about 10 hours ago
Haha, nothing like an outdated portfolio to bring an artist out of the
woodwork! Thanks for the note, Eric. Can't wait for The Witness.

56.

Lorna Hartman about 11 hours ago
Wow, this has come a long way in a few hours. $2513 away from the big
$600K. Way to go backers, that was fast. Pleaseohplease can we somehow
come up with the last $2500 or so ...

57.

Reba McNeill about 11 hours ago
I think the Cyan week starts on Thursday... they do all their "big" stuff on
Thursdays... so maaaaaaybe the upcoming week is hardly started for them....
but no matter to me personally. If thry update, they update; if they don't, they
don't. All I needed to hear I heard on the first day in that intro video :)

58.

Eric A Anderson about 11 hours ago
@William: Yuck! That website is waaay old and outdated. Apologies to your
eyeballs. For anyone interested in my more recent work, check out the
project I am currently completing work on: http://the-witness.net/news/
Also... to you Update junkies... I'll be getting some meaty content updates
here on the page in the very near future... as you might imagine, it's been a
busy week... and I've been building worlds. Please forgive.

59.

William about 11 hours ago
If this has been already posted, then I apologize, profusely. Eric A Anderson,
a longtime associate of CYAN and listed in the announcement as a
participant in developing Obduction, has a site showing his talent and past
work. Of course to those who know CYAN and what they have produced well,
you are already familiar with Eric but for others, you can find it at
http://www.ericaanderson.com/main.php

60.

Jason Andersen about 12 hours ago
I just noticed this at the bottom of the last update: "We've got more lined up
to cover in updates this week… Stretch Goals, Team Members, Eric A. Trailer
Discussion, and more!"
So... .it's Friday in the US, and Saturday already in other parts of the world.
The week is nearly over... Let's see the update! ;)
I also liked the idea someone posted of perhaps introducing additional addons that are Myst related. Yes, this is Obduction kickstarter, but I'm sure
people would add on for Myst merch. Surely you guys have some old SWAG
laying around the offices? :D

Also, I think a few sample images from the Art of Cyan (esp. since, I'm
assuming, it will include Myst stuff that people haven't seen before) would be
a good update to get people excited (and perhaps upping from $25 to $45).

61.

Adam Buczynski about 12 hours ago
This looks great, pledged! I miss the days of Syberia and similar adventure
games.
Meanwhile while we wait, check out Trials of Ascension @ kickstarter:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/forgedchaos/trials-of-ascension-a-trulyinnovative-mmorpg
A very promising sandbox/survival MMO! Just fresh on KS.

62.

Robe Stout about 13 hours ago
...my 'first time' was when my flatmate came back from holiday with
something 'we just had to see'. It wasn't in English so she had to translate it
for us, but that didn't matter, we were hooked instantly - a German, a Scot
and a Norwegian transfixed with this world for days until we got through it
(with help I'll be honest). Everything else stopped while we got utterly lost in
it, it completely took us over, and even through a crappy old 13" monitor - I so
wanted to live there. That was Riven and it took me a while to go through the
others over the years, enjoying Uru a lot, for a different reason, which I still
fire up to go for a wander. I've had years of enjoyment from these projects,
visually, aurally (I even had a tattoo done of the journey cloth hand symbol I
got so carried away with it), and I'm only too happy to be able to back
Obduction.

63.

Michael Winter about 13 hours ago
I wouldn't have thought so at the beginning of the day, but it now seems
pretty likely we will get to 600K. There's been a nice little up-tic in donations
over the last few hours.

64.

Ryan S. Davis about 13 hours ago
Gah, this whole project is making me want to run through all the games
again...but I just don't have time!!
Also--we need to get to $600K today. I just need to see that number for a
morale boost.

65.

swordswinger710 about 14 hours ago
Hey folks, just a side note here - if anyone is looking for a collection of all the
Myst games, I have a few Myst: The Collection box sets left that I'm selling
on eBay: http://www.ebay.com/itm/MYST-THE-COLLECTION-Rare-EditionMyst-Riven-Exile-Revelation-End-Of-Ages-/251364954372…
However, don't buy any if it means you'll pledge less here. ;)

66.

Derrick Robinson about 14 hours ago
Might have seen this already but here is Epic Games own Unreal Engine
advertising Obduction!
https://plus.google.com/116891938274887211077/posts

67.

Ghaelen D'Lareh about 15 hours ago
@Dimitros Thank you for all the informational links, since that was something
someone said was needed. I have been a Cyan games lover since the late
90's and I still learn something new all the time from the community.
If Obduction is true to form for Cyan, it will be much more than any game
label or text could describe. The pre-launch images evoke that now-familiar "I
want to go there!" reaction accompanied by various emotions. Yet I also
know that no images or soundbites can prepare the player for what is waiting

for them once they arrive in the world. The beauty of landscapes, the
haunting yet uplifting soundscapes, and the deep multi-layered immersive
storyline simply has to be experienced. The fact that Cyan has control over
this project is immensely exciting - no boundaries, no strings, no boxes (pun
intended) - just the resources to do what they do best. I can't wait to become
a part of this new story!

68.

Helena about 15 hours ago
Oh boy, another one? If I hadn't pledged to so many other projects recently, I
would consider it, but there's only so much I can afford to spend on
Kickstarter... :-(

69.

Paskarl about 15 hours ago
Bolt Riley - A Reggae Adventure Game @ kickstarter:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/soundguy/bolt-riley-a-reggae-adventuregame
Ex-Sierra´s Lori and Corey Cole (Quest for Glory, Hero-U) are involved!

70.

Adreitz about 16 hours ago
@Robert: rather than than the detail of the 3D characters, I think what you
were reacting negatively to was probably the animation. Humans are very
sensitive to the way living human bodies move. So seeing a human figure
moving unrealistically (especially when the figure otherwise closely
resembles a real-life human, such as in 3D games, rather than a cartoon
drawing) triggers the uncanny valley reaction. It looks more like a cleverly
animated corpse. I think detailed motion capture (especially of faces) is the
key for this. I remember being amazed the first time I saw a trailer for LA Noir
and it was all because of the detailed and lifelike animation -- the graphics
rendering itself was only so-so. Now, I'm guessing that even after the
Kickstarter, Cyan probably won't have enough money to contract a cuttingedge motion capture system. But Cyan's games are almost entirely solitary
experiences, so personally I'm not going to worry too much about this.

71.

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago
That's so true, what some of you all said. No game company is going to run a
campaign perfectly or be perfect, but Cyan has never put out a poor-quality
game. Never. They've fulfilled their primary function, which was to create
worlds and always give their customers the best.

72.

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago
@Horatio, right on! Let's bounce back and push through $600K. We're only
$7859 short as of this comment. We can do this.

73.

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago
+1 to Chris. Imagine Obduction 2,3,c 4,5 etc or Myst 6,7,8...remember what
Rand said.They dont care if they lose some money because of the addon
policy, which means (my translation) they care more about us! For 20 years
they care about us.All money earned from Myst went to the creation of Riven
and then to Uru Complete Chronicles (the first Massive Multiplayer Adv
Game).The guys in Cyan are friends above all other things...
@Ryan you are right , i will slow down but just to be noted the FB Cyan like
rise in the past 2-3 days at least 200-300 ppl.but ok..
PS: Imagine Virtual Reality......

74.

Chris about 16 hours ago
@Dimitros, the interesting the about Rand acting, was that he apparently
didn't like it at all. I always liked Rand as an actor in the games. :) Atrus
always had a likable side to me, and part of that was due to how Rand acted
out the character. http://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/1ozzcx/-a/ccxd6ln

75.

Ryan S. Davis about 16 hours ago
@Dimitrios, please stop repeatedly posting links to Cyan's facebook and
twitter sites. We know they exist, and if we want to go there, we will. I like the
enthusiasm, but it's better spent on discussion than redundant links :)

76.

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago
http://twitter.com/cyanworlds

77.

Chris Hugo about 16 hours ago
@William 3 hours ago. Wanted to say something about the "true value" in
supporting this campaign - after reading your epistle, I don't have to. You
express all that one needs to consider to pledge more than the "tangible
value" of the rewards. We are investing in a culture, and you can't put a price
on that.

78.

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames…

79.

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago
edit: FMV are like watching a movie with you as a protagonist! Fantastic!!

80.

Horatio about 16 hours ago
Let's see if we can't bounce back from the 10K reduction earlier today, and
push across the 600K mark by day's end - who's with me?

81.

Dimitrios about 16 hours ago
FMV adventures (ok Mysts are not that kind of adventures). But watching
Rand as an actor is amazing lol!!!! Can you hear me Rand?? lololol
+1@Ryan Think positive and spread the word.

82.

Ryan S. Davis about 16 hours ago
@Criswell--don't even talk like that. Anybody can change or cancel their
pledge at any time, for any reason they want. We have no right to
accuse/judge/bully anybody for changing their pledge.

83.

Helena about 16 hours ago
@ Robert: I agree about the 3D characters in Myst V (though I only ever
played the demo), but having seen the Unreal 4 tech demos, I imagine that
characters created in that engine will look much better. I'd love to see real
actors in Obduction if the budget and technology permit it, but I find that
pretty unlikely.
On a related note: even if the game is very early in production, I really hope
Cyan manage to show at least a mock-up of a screenshot by the end of the
campaign. They've already created a beautiful trailer (not sure if that was
made using the Unreal engine, however), so that gives me hope. The
Torment: Tides of Numnera project shared a couple of very early screenshots
towards the end of their campaign, and the response was amazing.

84.

Salvo Ludus about 17 hours ago
@Criswell I don't think that's cool. The person pledging the $10,000 could
have pulled out for a hundred reasons. Yes, it could have been a troll. But it
could have also been someone who's situation suddenly changed and can't
commit to that amount anymore. It sucks, but prosecuting someone for that
isn't the answer.

85.

Criswell Weatherman about 17 hours ago
I have been asked to mail someone in Greece one of the postcards I will be
receiving, but because of postal restrictions, I need to know the exact
dimensions of the postcards. While I have my suspicions who the $10,000
revoker was, Cyan and Kickstarter have the tools to identify account name,
IP, possible location, etc. This person could potentially be locked out of future
Cyan Kickstarter projects, and maybe ALL Kickstarter projects in the future.

86.

Robert Milius about 17 hours ago
@Helena Where there is a will (and lots of money), there is a way. For me,
when I see a polygon character, there is an immediate disconnect, my
suspension of disbelief is broken and it suddenly feels fake. I felt that playing
Myst V with the 3D characters. Something the old style myst/riven 2D stills
had going for it was that human connection with the characters, such as
Gehn (that actor was great by the way, Rand is great as well as Atrus).
Maybe the world of Obduction won't have human characters, but I really
hope they figure out a way to make that human connection if they do.

87.

Alahmnat about 17 hours ago
@Adam @Andy Achenar's room in Mechanical *terrified* me as a kid. I still
run through there as quickly as possible whenever I replay it.

*shudder*

88.

William about 17 hours ago
Not sure why I wrote "Obsession" toward the end of my previous post and
not Obduction. But, I guess a little "obsession" regarding "Obduction" could
be a good thing. Yes!?

89.

William about 17 hours ago
@ Robert Milius I am with you. The live action elements of Myst, Riven, and
those that CYAN did not directly produce, but influenced and Rand acted in,
like Exile, Myst IV, that live action insertion of a real, live, person, drew me in.
For me, it moved me from the experience of playing a game, to be fully
immersed in the experience and activated my suspension of disbelief like
nothing before. It really, really brought the worlds to life and they became,
though I have no words to fully describe it, much, much more. As Rand has
stated in his comments, and I paraphrase, the places, the elements, the
characters took on life and became real worlds. When I experienced that, It
was from that moment on, much more than a game. I know that the green
screen(blue screen) methodology made those affects quite costly to add.
With advances in motion capture technology, if able to be utilized in
Obsession, I would really love to see that element again in the upcoming
Obduction.

90.

Helena about 17 hours ago
@ Rand: thanks for the response. And since the average pledge per backer
has increased since the add-ons were announced, your strategy appears to
be working. :-)
@ Robert: I liked the use of live-action actors in earlier games as well, but it's
much more difficult in a real-time 3D world as you have to show them from all
angles.

91.

Derrick Robinson about 17 hours ago
see? back to 590! :D

92.

Robert Milius about 18 hours ago
Will there be live action elements to Obduction? Something I loved about
Myst and Riven is that they had real people (actors) as video elements in the
story. Made the story and places feel more real. Would be cool to reincorporate somehow.

93.

Derrick Robinson about 18 hours ago
@Adam Morgan.. Great insights..That is indeed the likely scenario. It only
makes sense that the project is in the design stages. This is not an 80%
completed title that needs a little more 'umph' to get off the ground, so they
turned to KS.
As Rand says..Obduction is something a bit different.
We are at the ground floor with this new adventure folks! You know how
amazing that is!? Obduction is an 'unwritten' experience that will not, nor can
not happen with out US. Yes I am sure that if CYAN could provide demos and
in game footage for us all they would certainly do so. However, they have
demonstrated a grasp of the technology, tantalized us with adventure and
reminded us that we are in the good hands with the talented and dedicated
individuals that are participating in making this campaign a reality.
With one part faith and one part luck, with a whole lot of social media,
Obduction WILL be amazing.. we just need to be positive and patient. It will
arrive.

94.

Erik Ammerlaan about 18 hours ago
@Adam, that happened to me as well! I had my sound turned on way too
loud when the alarm went off. And then I feared one of the brothers would
come after me somehow.
Great job everyone. Let's make it $1.1 million!

95.

Andy Schultz about 18 hours ago
@Adam Yes, that part scared me too! Also Achenar's room in the Mechanical
Age.

96.

Dimitrios about 18 hours ago
Rand said: Creator Cyan, Inc. 30 minutes ago
Thanks for your comments, and great response to the add-ons! Our goal with
the add-ons was to give people a way to add-on an extra game or two (or a tshirt) to their pledge, but we also understand that some people may be able
to "customize" something that better fits their budget.
Soooo... we know that we may lose a bit with a few people who reduce their
tier to customize, but we think the majority of backers will "add on" to their
current pledge. Either way, it was intentional, and we are incredibly thankful
for your pledges and add-ons - no matter how you use them!
-Rand
Family feeling once again!!!! Thats our friends!! Thank you Cyan one more
time in these 20 years of friendship!!!!

97.

Andy Schultz about 18 hours ago
Bring me the blue comments. Ignore the red ones, don't bring the red ones. I
must have the blue comments...

98.

Adam Morgan about 18 hours ago
Did the Stoneship Age scare the crap out of anyone else when they first
played it? I was 8 years old when Myst was released in 1993. I would play it
on my Dad's computer in his office, and he was usually there behind me,
helping me with the harder puzzles. The first time I made it to Stoneship,
though, he wasn't in the room. It was dark out. I was in that little chamber
with the compass, between the stairwells leading to Sirrus and Achenar's
room, and I pushed whatever you push to cause the lights to go out and the
alarm to go off. I jumped so high I almost broke the chair. Needless to say, I
never played Myst without my Dad in the room again.

99.

Michael DeLaMarre about 18 hours ago
I'm new to kickstarter, and started to panic when I saw the project stalling out
here, but reading this article by kickstarter has eased my mind a little.
Apparently projects typically pick up again in their last few days. I think it is
definitely possible that we can meet the goal with the expected last-minute
rush of backers.
http://www.kickstarter.com/blog/shortening-the-maximum-project-length

100.

Eric Hickman about 18 hours ago
I can remember when I found my Dad's copy of Riven in his desk. I've never
looked back. It is great to see Cyan going back to its roots to create
something really great! I can't wait to play it that very first time. Good luck
Cyan and just know that we are behind you 120%!

101.

Ahenobarbus about 18 hours ago
Blue comment here! Give us more blue comments, we are addicted for
them ;) and keep up the good work Cyan!

102.

Michael Winter about 18 hours ago
Thank you, Rand, for popping in and leaving a comment! When I was
growing up, my family owned a bakery. I hadn't felt a sense of "family" in any
company since, until Cyan Worlds. I've been following you guys for so long,
cheering your successes, mourning your setbacks, that I'm totally emotionally
invested in the well being of you and your employees. Here's wishing you
and all the others at Cyan Worlds all the best! Thank you for allowing me this
opportunity to be a part of your future success. And, of course, for making
this great new game!

103.

TrueStoryGuy about 18 hours ago
I can understand the point of only pledging 51 or 61 for the boxed version of
the game, but there are others that would rather keep the boxed version
sealed for collection purposes.

104.

Chris about 18 hours ago
I love this company. There have been some somewhat bumpy paths
throughout the years, but *never* has Cyan ever released a "bad" game.
Some have been excellent, still standing the test of time. Some have not
done quite as well. That's not even necessarily due to Cyan's ability to test
the mind, but rather because of reasons beyond their control.
They created games that amazed and mesmerized groups of people, of all
ages, for years. A great deal of us ARE those people. Remember that MYST
was the top-selling game of all time, until 2002. That's roughly a decade,
where people continued to discover and play that game.
We know Cyan. We know how they can do something that I haven't found
from any other company. They practically created and defined the first-person
adventure genre, and while many other games tried to build off of that
success, they just couldn't (there are some very worthy exceptions, but for
the most part, this remains true).
I honestly did not expect that "the old" Cyan would be back again, working on
their own masterpieces, yet here we are. We're on Kickstarter backing Cyan
again. That is amazing to me.
*steps down from nostalgic soapbox*

105.

Creator Cyan, Inc. about 18 hours ago
Thanks for your comments, and great response to the add-ons! Our goal with
the add-ons was to give people a way to add-on an extra game or two (or a tshirt) to their pledge, but we also understand that some people may be able
to "customize" something that better fits their budget.
Soooo... we know that we may lose a bit with a few people who reduce their
tier to customize, but we think the majority of backers will "add on" to their
current pledge. Either way, it was intentional, and we are incredibly thankful
for your pledges and add-ons - no matter how you use them!
-Rand

106.

Adam Morgan about 18 hours ago
To echo David Thery-Bulha, it doesn't appear as if any physical development
has taken place yet, so those hoping for in-game screenshots may have to
wait. As I understand it, Cyan can't afford the resources to develop this
property without Kickstarter, thus the campaign. I could be wrong, perhaps
some early technical work has been done, but given the mass layoff in 2005,
the much smaller staff these days (15ish compared to 50 at its height), I
imagine Obduction is primarily in the concepting phase at this point.

107.

CosmicMeeting about 19 hours ago
It's all about getting the most money possible out of this campaign. I don't
think it will fail, even with zero more updates, but why not try and rally Cyan
to do it in they way that's proven to work wonders on Kickstarter? I.e. loads of
updates about the game (or even past work) and a large presence from the
creators.
@David: With a Cyan game I would say art, and if they don't have new stuff
(which they should, at least some before starting this campaign) they could
show us some old stuff from games past to show off their abilities. Just a
constant flow to get people excited about Obduction. People not familiar with
Cyan have no way of knowing what they're supporting otherwise.
Maybe this is just a campaign for people in the know, but I hope it's not.

108.

Dimitrios about 19 hours ago
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames…
like like like!!!
And for those bakers who dont know who Cyan is......
http://mystonline.com/en/
Imagine that Cyan gave a the above very costly game for free to everybody!!!
They care sometimes more for us than for them!!!!!
As for the pizzas and donuts :) ...http://www.youtube.com/watch…

109.

David Thery-Bulha about 19 hours ago
@cosmicmeeting I don't know what kind of information you want, I think Cyan
gave almost everything they have. Sure they can share their vision (what
Rand already did through interviews or this Kickstarter page), but remember
that the development hasn't started : they only have concepts.

110.

Dimitrios about 19 hours ago
@ All chill out! :)
http://www.youtube.com/watch…
hope he is preparing for Myst too ..or Obduction who knows?!!.....

111.

Thomas Davis about 19 hours ago
With nearly 11K backers, it is fair to say that all viewpoints will be expressed,
Everyone who posts here is backing, so let it ride. It will be all be for the
better. :)

112.

Helena about 19 hours ago
@ Dimitrios: nothing personal about it; just responding to what Tomer said in
his last post.
Regarding the campaign itself, while the latest update is definitely a good
start, I agree that we still need to see more information. I get William's point
about the negativity, but people like to have things to talk about, and if there
are no positive developments then the discussion will inevitably turn to
negative subjects (such as, well, the lack of other things to discuss).
Personally I pledged the moment I saw the words 'Cyan', 'Myst' and 'Riven',
but for many people - especially those who aren't so familiar with Cyan and
their games - blind faith is just not enough when it's their own money
involved. For my own part, I'm hoping to upgrade to the Artbook tier at some
point, and so I'm really keen to see more artwork and hopefully an in-engine
screenshot or two.

113.

Dana Brightman about 19 hours ago
@Lorna agreed! Well said

114.

Lorna Hartman about 19 hours ago
I'm thrilled to donate to this particular Kickstarter campaign. I've loved all
Cyan's games and that's why I'm investing.
It's an investment, a donation; some people are treating this Kickstarter
campaign like a store where they're buying things and are upset that they're
not getting the best "price" for their "purchase." That's true, the "prices" don't
all match up, because this isn't a store, it's a fundraising project--something
Cyan's doing very well so far.
The nice thing about Kickstarter is that we *get* rewards. They're rewards,
not products we're purchasing. Getting our money's worth isn't the point here;
making sure *Cyan* gets as much money as possible is the point. Is their
add-on program a strategy? Absolutely. Yes. Exactly as it should be.
I'm amazed and pleased at how much communication we've gotten from
Cyan through such a wide variety of channels. Perhaps some commenters

don't frequent all those channels and aren't aware of how much
communicating has gone on this past week. And for Cyan to do this while in
the middle of project work is highly admirable.
I'm cheering us on to hit the 600K mark. I kind of can't even imagine that a
game of this caliber could not get funded on Kickstarter. We who are fans of
Cyan's past games are passionate about this type of game, and there aren't
a lot of options in this awesome genre. I can't wait, cannot wait, to sit down to
Obduction. My kids will be orphans for a couple of days. Sorry, kids. Then
again, they'll be there, one hanging over each shoulder, excited about the
game too. A new generation of fans who love truly great games.

115.

Dana Brightman about 19 hours ago
@ William C. Strohm your idea sounds a bit like the Egg-sibitionist tier. . . . .

116.

Thomas Davis about 19 hours ago
MYST is my favorite game of all time. There is no way I would even consider
missing out on this KS.

117.

Dimitrios about 19 hours ago
@Helena wait for the clarification!! Dont make it personal! Not in here
please...

118.

Dimitrios about 19 hours ago
+1+1+1+1!!!! @william @ horatio @Adam Think positive all will be fantastic!!
20!!! YEARS experience with CYAN and always they manage to suprise
us!! :)
@Christina you are absolutely right. CYAN will clarify soon!!!!
Imagine one day when we will be able to play their games in Virtual

Reality...........:)

119.

Helena about 19 hours ago
@ Tomer: I know you've said you won't reduce your pledge. I just don't get
why you're complaining about getting "screwed" (your own words) when
there's nothing actually stopping you from doing so. It *is* generous of Cyan
to give people the chance to pledge separately for the box and other items;
yes, they are no doubt hoping to increase pledges that way, but no one's
forcing them to do it. And my other point was that you shouldn't claim to
speak on behalf of all (or even most) people who pledged for the $75 tier; just
because you and Brian only pledged for the box doesn't mean everyone else
did.

120.

CosmicMeeting about 19 hours ago
It's a Kickstarter campaign, not Facebook, Twitter or AMA campaign. We
need information about the actual game, on Kickstarter. If you want money
via Kickstarter you have to sell your visions, get people excited enough to
part with their money for a game they won't be getting until 2015. Kickstarter
isn't a bankaccount you just enter and withdraw a set amount of money, you
have to make an effort.
Add-ons and the likes, is all good and well but it doesn't tell us anything
about the game itself.
If some of you don't like honest critisism and just relies on blind faith with
Cyan, that's fine with me, but please let all opinions be heard.
I have bought all games but Uru, and been playing Cyan games since 1995
and loved them, but this is 2013 and Kickstarter. Frankly, to see people
blaming a potential failure on some honest critisism makes me flabbergasted.

121.

William C. Strohm about 19 hours ago
@Cyan,
An idea woke me up this am. Name in credits is nice, but name in the game
inside an Easter egg might be more backer-motivating. Like the Pez
dispenser under Saavedro's bunk in Exile, or the names in the wall viewer in
URU. Except Cyan should establish a tier, or add to a tier, a key to an Easter

egg that is an homage to the backers.
Old school version: I visualize a book one opens in game that is blank,
except maybe for the first page which reads something like "This book is
written in invisible ink." That then fades out and the player is left to turn blank
pages. However, if "shift-tilde-click" is done on the book (or a particular
nearby object), the first page now reads "Cyan thanks..." and the following
pages contain pages of all backers' names, down to the qualifying tier.
Maybe the "supporting-producers" are on the next page in large calligraphic
script, followed by "executive backers" on the next pages, etcetera, etcetera,
fonts becoming more "standard" at lower pledge levels.
More up-to-date would be a window, wall mirror or large viewer which might
show a scene that would change when the egg was accessed. You guys are
the creative ones!
For myself, I would like to see a new $500 level tier, in which case I would
roughly double my initial pledge into that region. But I appreciate that the
current average level being around $56, the appropriate level probably
should be considerably lower, to entice backers to, say, double a $75 pledge.
Just an idea... for your perusal.

122.

Horatio about 19 hours ago
@Salvo: Thank you, as well!

123.

Horatio about 19 hours ago
@William @Matthew @Adam: Thank you, gentlemen, for a much-needed
positivity boost today.

124.

Adam Morgan about 20 hours ago
Andreas, Salvo is correct. Cyan has been doing all of the things that you've
mentioned. Perhaps you just missed them?
1. Responding to questions: RAWA has been responding to comments here,
the main KS page has an up-to-date FAQ and an "ask a question" button,
and Rand Miller just did a Reddit AMA to answer questions.

2. Using Twitter and Facebook: Salvo provided you with the links.
3. Localization support: plans for localization are clearly stated as stretch
goals on the main KS page.
4. Interviews: Search for "Obduction" in Google News and look at how many
articles pop up. Rand did local TV interview earlier this week as well. These
guys aren't in NYC or LA, they're in pseudo-rural Washington State, so don't
expect spots on The Today Show.
5. Being social and promoting the product: They've released 7 updates in 9
days, in addition all of the above. If you want huge amounts of detail about
the game like you might see for other KS campaigns, you have to remember
that this is a Cyan property. The mystery is part of what makes it so great.
Think of it as a J. J. Abrams movie...how many specifics does he reveal
before the film hits theaters? It's all part of the product.

125.

Matthew Cox about 20 hours ago
@Andreas: Salvo addressed your point well that Cyan's communicating
enough, but I wanted to add that I certainly hope Cyan does NOT take a
page from Tornquist and Dreamfall Chapters. That campaign had all sorts of
stuff during the pledge period, but has only had 1 major development update
posted to backers since April! I've been very disappointed in backer
communication from that team and I hope Cyan does better if/when this
campaign is successful.

126.

William about 20 hours ago
I don't think this project is going to fail, as so many of the negative posters
seem to be postulating. Indeed I fully believe it will succeed, as will the game,
even if it only hits it base goal.
However, in the unlikely situation that this attempt by CYAN does fail, a
tremendous amount of that fault will be largely due and at the doorsteps of,
the repeatedly negative criticisms that have come to dominate this space by
a handful of individuals.
There is a distinct difference between constructive criticism which first
acknowledges what has been going well and then, GENTLY, without causing
negative damage to the new and interested potential pledger, nudges in a
tasteful manner, encourages additional steps, that lead to success. This is
apposed to the negative criticism which identifies only faults, and repeatedly
points out those faults time, after time, after post, after post. It drags down
the project and certainly puts off those prospective contributors who read the

comments before pledging.
I am currently in at the box level. I hope finances permitting to increase that.
Not because I really need the box, I could be satisfied with the digital version.
And when I am able to increase my pledge, it will not be because I need the
trinkets. It will be because after following this company for 20 years, getting
to know the character, imagination and what CYAN will do for fans, and
knowing the impact on individuals of the products that CYAN has created
over those years, in my life as well, in incredibly positive and wonderful ways,
I would support this project even if I had no intention of ever picking up and
entering Obduction when it is released. Yes, I know to a degree that what I
am saying involves faith, trust and some of that blindly. It is not the norm in
this day and age with companies. Cyan though in not just another gaming
creating company. I have found Rand, RAWA, and CYAN as a whole to be
more than worthy of this level of trust.
So be positive, please. Pledge and if possible, double down. :)

127.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes about 20 hours ago
The clarification posted on the Myst Lovers Unite facebook page (and
presumably appearing on KS soon) was that add-ons are only available for
the $25 and up tiers. So you can't pledge $1 and just get an add-on. Hope to
see an official clarification soon!

128.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
i meant later on. Dont be in rush to reduce the pledge. Wait for clarification

129.

Salvo Ludus about 20 hours ago
Andreas, I disagree completely. Aside from information about localization
support, Cyan has done every one of the things you've mentioned. I think you
should give them more credit.
Here's their website: http://www.cyan.com/
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames
Twitter: https://twitter.com/cyanworlds

Rand's AMA: http://redd.it/1ozzcx
Cyan has also been interacting with fans since day 1. Rand has been
answering emails behind the scenes, given local newspaper interviews, and
has been on tv. And from what I can tell, they are responding to every single
tweet then get.
There have been too few updates, on that we agree. But I would give them
more credit and I wouldn't say this project is badly managed.

130.

Dimitrios about 20 hours ago
@ Rainer and Andreas -2.
Later or there will be a clarification from CYAN for the add-ons!! I just spoke
with Ryan. Moreover i can see we are until now 10550 bakers with
21days+22h+50 min to go. What i believe is that we will hit at least
1,300,000! But Cyan has to be more focus on what their are writing, we are
not all English spoken people...Go CYAN go!!!!!!!!
hehe.... it is working https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames…

131.

Talon Edgewater about 20 hours ago
I'm going to lose +10 faith in humanity if we all currently exist in a world
where this KS campaign can't get funded.

132.

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 about 20 hours ago
Yeah, this is looking a bit fire-and-forget, which a Kickstarter is not. And
active fans only help so much, and need to be fed.

133.

Rainer Kesselschlaeger about 20 hours ago
@Andreas:
+1

134.

Andreas Roskosch about 21 hours ago
It's time for Cyan to recognize that this campaign is in danger to fail. It won't
reach it's goal if they don't change the way they're promoting this project and
communicating with the (potential) backers.
Rand Miller should ask Ragnar Tornquist how to run a successful kickstarter
campaign. You have to promote yourself, the project, the team - be social,
respond to questions and concerns from the community. Do use Twitter to it's
extend, give interviews to online adventure game sites. Show the road for
localisation support for german, french and spanish speaking people,
otherwise the majority of them won't pledge - and there are a lot of adventure
game lovers in those countries!
So far this campaign is badly managed...

135.

Tomer about 21 hours ago
Thanks Brian :-)

136.

Brian Thompson about 21 hours ago
Haha Tomer's right, I pledged 75 because I wanted that box.

137.

Tomer about 21 hours ago
@Helena, as I said, I don't want to change my pledge, as I've already stated
a couple of times (so you can stop mentioning that in every post of yours).
But I know plenty of people like myself who got to this pledge tier because of

the box. The add-ons have nothing to do with "generosity", but with a
strategy. And I was pondering about this strategy, that's all. It's your right to
disagree, but please avoid telling me what I could and should do, cause
that's not the issue.

138.

Jeff Dickinson about 22 hours ago
I'd shoot a puppy for a hardcover art book add on. Okay maybe not shoot a
puppy, but I would tack on ~ $100 to my contribution.

139.

Helena about 23 hours ago
@ Tomer: I disagree. If you look at the number of pledges for the $25 and
$45 tiers, you'll see that there are plenty of people who consider the digital
rewards to be worth that kind of money. I pledged for that tier myself when
the campaign started, and while the boxed version was a big draw, I definitely
wanted the other stuff as well - which is why I'm not planning to reduce my
pledge to $61 as you suggested. There hasn't been any noticable decrease
in overall pledges either (apart from the $10k pullout, which I doubt was
related to add-ons).
If it bothers you so much, I suggest you simply take advantage of Cyan's
generosity and reduce your pledge. I'm sure the extra money pledged by
other people will balance out the loss.

140.

Tomer about 23 hours ago
Marein, right: which would mean you could get the box with 51$ instead of
with 75$ (but without other goodies before). Still, I can assure you that most
people climbed up to 75$ (90$ for international ones) just because of the
boxed version, not because of the other stuff.
Anyway, I think it's all pretty clear now. I'm still not sure I find it strategically
wise, though.

141.

Marein Könings 1 day ago
Tomer: I think you should see it as follows. Say you are a $45 backer. You get
a bunch of rewards. Then you up your pledge to $75. Now you get the box,
for just $30 extra. It´s the same if you pledged $75 in the first place: the box
is $30 of that.
If you went for the $1 pledge, then the $50 addon, you would be paying $50
dollars for the box.

142.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
That's nice... Oh well...

143.

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 1 day ago
As others have stated below, we're down one 10k backer.

144.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
WTF just happened? One minute we were over the $590,000 and now it's
back on 585,091???
Is that even possible? according to this:
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-mini
today we got 45 pledges and still lost $6,338!!!!! Did someone backed on
their backing???

145.

Helena 1 day ago
@Tomer: Well, obviously it's up to you if you want to change your pledge;
there's nothing stopping you. But I imagine most people will want to keep the
digital rewards as well.

146.

Tomer 1 day ago
Ok, my sentence didn't make any sense at all, dunno what happened there.
Rewriting: (no edit grrr):
if I had an option to get the boxed version for 61$ I wouldn't have pledged
90$. I'm not gonna change my pledge now, of course, but I'm just sayin' - if I
would be a new backer, I'd probably pledge 60+1$ and not 90$ :)

147.

Tomer 1 day ago
Helena - if I had an option to get the boxed version for 61$ I didn't pledge 90$
for other another reason. I'm not gonna change my pledge now, of course,
but I'm just sayin' - if I would be a new backer, I'd probably pledge 60+1$ :)

148.

Helena 1 day ago
@ Tomer: I'm pretty sure that's deliberate. The $75 boxed game tier ($90 for
international pledgers) includes all the other rewards in addition to the box. If
you pledge $1 plus the $60 addon, you'll only get the box.

149.

CosmicMeeting 1 day ago
I still think actual information about the game is praramount to get more
backers, ultimately more money and potentially a better game.

150.

Richard "RAWA" Watson 1 day ago
Sorry for the confusing wording on the add-ons. I've sent an email to Rand
asking for a clarification. I'm sure he and Tony will be discussing it in the
morning.

151.

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago
Tomer: I hadn't thought of that at all. I hope you're wrong and that isn't the
case, because then it would indeed seem Cyan isn't doing they're math right?
:/

152.

Helena 1 day ago
Regarding the $10k pullout: That's actually quite common. Some of them are
trolls, some just get over-enthusiastic, some are 'well-meaning' people trying
to encourage others to pledge. I kind of expected this to happen at least once
during the campaign - that's why it's not a good idea to place too much
reliance on 'high-value' backers.
On a positive note, if you disregard the -£10k, we've already made over £3k
today according to Kicktraq.

153.

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 1 day ago
Normally, Add-on games would be extra copies, wouldn't they? Cyan should
have specified this, but I'm guessing the 1$ tier doesn't qualify for add-ons.

154.

Tomer 1 day ago
Maarten: I did read the update - international folks need to add 60$ to their
original pledge to get the boxed game, meaning that 1$ pledgers living where
I live can get the boxed game for 61$ instead of for 90$.

Paskarl - point taken! Though I think the limited edition box will also come
with the other goodies (but not with "name on credits", which doesn't really
interest me, but ok!)

155.

Paskarl 1 day ago
@Tome: "Or am I missing something?"
Yes, you do.
$25 + $60 addon = $85 = only digital game + box
$75 + $15 shipping = $90 = box + name in the credits + all previous rewards

156.

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago
@Tomer - I take it you're overseas from Cyan, and therefore paid the $75
pledge level, plus the $15 international shipping? To add the boxed version,
re-read the descriptions for the add-ons: the first set covers the US, the
second set is the pricing for international.

157.

Mark 1 day ago
@Tomer Probably you would like to get the digital download plus a T-shirt...
that's your chance. If you just want the box, you would choose the "gimme
the box" pledge instead of add-ons, I think.

158.

Tomer 1 day ago
The new update doesn't make much sense to me. It means that people who
originally pledged 25$ and less can now get the boxed game (internationally)
for less than 90$, which is what I pledged to get it. Now I know we're helping
the project out and not merely buying things, but the rewards are eventually a
motivation, and I wouldn't have climbed up to 90$ if I had a lower option. So
now I'm screwed, just because I was an early pledger? Or am I missing
something?

159.

Nicholas Molle 1 day ago
Did anyone else spot the Riven moiety dagger in the new Cyan intro?

160.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Come back, $10,000 backer! :(

161.

Evan Smith 1 day ago
Fixed and addend Unreal Engine to the description along with the logo.
http://i.imgur.com/TNdk4xo.png

162.

Chris Hugo 1 day ago
Just saw that. Kicktraq has the current day over $7K in the red now.

163.

Grover 1 day ago
Why the heck did someone pledge $ 10k and then retired? It's not fair! :( I'll
have to raise my pledge from $ 45 to $ 120.

164.

Chris Hugo 1 day ago
@Evan. Nice flyer that I, too, would circulate. Fix Lorna's catch, change
"donate" to "pledge" and maybe include Unreal4 Engine in description. Good
job!

165.

Evan Smith 1 day ago
Nice catch here's the fixed one
http://i.imgur.com/3Cxn2Xj.png

166.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Also in the flier, the phrase should be "solve puzzles" instead of "solve
puzzle." Hard to describe, but read that line again and you'll see what I mean.

167.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Evan no, the joke's on me. Don't add an "s" into Kickstarter. Add an "r."

168.

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago
@Evan it's great--it even has that sleek, minimalist Cyan look to it. Might add

an "s" into "Kickstarter" in the web address--that's gonna slow people
down. :D

169.

Evan Smith 1 day ago
@Ryan Here is a simple flyer design,
http://i.imgur.com/zJVivVh.png
Let me know if you think of something to add or change

170.

Roger Michael Dunkley 1 day ago
I am an old stager - got into Pc games in my mid 40's when I purchased
MYST (age clue) purely on word of mouth recommendation and never looked
back. I now have over 50 boxed games. When I read about this Kickstarter
project I did not need any persuading to jump in at 'Show & Tell' level despite
the additional overseas postage (CYAN, MYST, RIVEN ... can't go wrong).
This is the first project I have backed - hope I will still be around when it is
released - Come on you backers.

171.

Evan Smith 1 day ago
Want me to attempt to? I was thinking black background was a dark green
border to match the logo

172.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Any update on someone creating fliers? I want to print them in color at work
on Friday to distribute this weekend.

173.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 1 day ago
I hope they create some MYST, RIVEN, or URU add-ons.
I'd definitely throw in a few more bucks for a MYST, RIVEN, or URU poster.

174.

Mike Burke 1 day ago
I'm gunna book October 2015 off work

175.

Blake Muxo 1 day ago
god i wish they made pins of the seed or the cyan logo. i love pins -.- lol.

176.

Chris 1 day ago
Okay. Thanks @Brian and @Chris. Money's a bit tight (I just need to be
careful), but my gosh, I would love that boxed edition. There's something
magical about holding a boxed game, especially as physical distribution is
starting to slow down in favor of digital distribution. In 2015, I wonder if
CD/DVD distribution will still be viable in the mass market.
If that's the case, I may very well be holding my very last *new* boxed game.
Myst was one of my first. Obduction would be a fitting end.

177.

Chris Hugo 1 day ago
Ah, that would be "four" times already . . .

178.

Chris Hugo 1 day ago
@Chris. To be clear, you increase your pledge to $75 and then, below,
change your reward to the Box edition. If you don't do the latter , you will just
be paying $75 for the digital edition (giving Cyan a nice bonus). I've changed
my pledge / reward for times already.

179.

Tako Shak 1 day ago
Come on, 10,500, where are you????

180.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
@Adam Mr. Gabriel has just been tweeted :)

181.

Brian Thompson 1 day ago
@Chris - You would add $50 to the $25 pledge = $75 total :)

182.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
Just scrolled down and saw RAWA's post. Glad to know Cyan is watching
and listening (as if there was ever any doubt). If there's a developer out there
that appreciates its community and knows that we appreciate them as well,
it's Cyan.

183.

Chris 1 day ago
@Galit - Wonderful, thanks! I'm just having fun putting a little something out
there. This art is stunning. That being said, I had to lighten up the Obduction
text. It just doesn't contrast enough on the dark background. Here's the new
one. http://i.imgur.com/VB04wP5.png
I'm a little embarrassed to ask, but maybe somebody can clear this up for
me. If I have pledged $25 for the game, and want to add the boxed copy,
would I bump up my pledge up to $50 or $75 (meaning that I would want
likely want to jump up to the $75 tier as it stands)? The wording in update #7
is a bit unclear to me. Thanks!

184.

Evan Smith 1 day ago
@Linda Not many people know about it in my generation, So I'm always
asking and trying to get people to play them. I only am familiar with it
because My brother who's 30 got it when it was released and we played
those games all the time. Since there aren't many Myst fans in my generation
(and less original Myst fans) I an trying to get them to help fund Obduction so
they can have those experiences that many of us have had. And to
experience what Cyan can do.
On another note I'm glad to see another update with wallpapers and the
comment about reading comments so hopefully their start responding to
comments soon.

185.

Rumplepuppy 1 day ago
*fingers* We need an edit button!

186.

Rumplepuppy 1 day ago
Just quintrupled my pledge! Looking forward to getting the artbook (but not
as much as I'm looking forward to the game, of course!) Finger's crossed for
Oculus Rift support =)

187.

Galit 1 day ago
@Chris Thanks for all of your hard work on the backer badges! I love the new
one! =)

188.

Adam Morgan 1 day ago
@Salvo Nice! Anyone tweeted Peter Gabriel yet? Is the Sledgehammer on
Twitter?

189.

Bryan Powell 1 day ago
@William, right, but, we just don't know how comfortable we're going to be
financially. I don't want to overextend until I see what kind of shape I'm in
after the next check. You never know when you'll miss a day, have a low
check, or have something come up between now and then, doctor, flat tire,
whatever.

190.

Salvo Ludus 1 day ago
Just tweeted @notch, the creator of Minecraft. Told him about the kickstarter
and asked for a retweet. Hopefully he'll help!

191.

William C. Strohm 1 day ago
@Bryan,
As I understand it, whatever account you tap as a backer will not be debited
until the goal is reached. If not reached by Nov. 16th at 6:06 am PST, no fund
transfer will happen. (I think that's right, please correct me if wrong.)

192.

Chris 1 day ago
Here's another Kickstarter avatar made using the new, higher quality seed (?)
image that was posted in the update. This one has a strip that says "I
backed," then the logo and name below. I may need to adjust the color a bit
so that this one also contrasts better with the background.
http://i.imgur.com/5TEjLcX.png

193.

Bryan Powell 1 day ago
@William, I think a lot of us are waiting on paychecks, and hoping to be
wooed by exciting stretch goals.

194.

William C. Strohm 1 day ago
Average per backer is up slightly to a little over $56. At that level we need
19,453 backers. Possible? (Where are you, Warren Buffet, Bill Gates, et al?)

195.

Chris Hugo 1 day ago
And the rarity and value of my t-shirt would drop dramatically. It would be
worth it!!

196.

Chris Hugo 1 day ago
@Talon. Understood. I just changed from the Box level to the Show & Tell
level. Ryan just observed I was within $8 of the next level and that changed
the pledge from an add-on to a new level. Thanks for watching out.
BTW, here are some more pledge facts. Total pledges at $120 tier and above
= 868 for $224K! Total pledges below that tier = 9,950 for $365K. If every
backer in that lower tier group added a t-shirt, we'd be 2/3rds of the
remaining balance to the finish line!

197.

Bryan Powell 1 day ago
RAWA! Thanks for stopping by! I remember hunting for your 4-pixel high
name in Riven! Glad you're involved with Obduction.

198.

Richard "RAWA" Watson 1 day ago
Thanks for all the comments, especially the memories of your Myst/Riven
experiences. Those really do mean a great deal to us.
Yes, we are reading every comment and doing what we can with the
feedback you're all giving. Rand is also answering as many of the questions
that are sent directly to "the project creator" as he can behind the scenes,
though all that activity doesn't show anything here.
We are also in "crunch-mode" for our current project, so we're spread even
thinner than we normally are. As always, we do the best we can with what we
have.
Thanks for your continued patience and support.

199.

Talon Edgewater 1 day ago
@hugo: Remember, you need a $120 base pledge + add-ons to get
everything you are wanting (it sounds like in your recent comment that you're
pledge was $112 counting the t-shirt add-on).

200.

RedRum 1 day ago
Hurray for add-ons. Hope we can get more backers coming though.

201.

Jason Andersen 1 day ago
Agree with Maarten - having official interaction would be useful for those
looking at the project and debating whether to pledge or not.

202.

Chris Hugo 1 day ago
@Ryan
Doh! Thanks! Going to manage that pledge right now. I think Rand was just
testing me - a very basic logic puzzle. ;- )

203.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Chris, you're at $112? Might as well spend $8 more for the 8 x 10 print,
postcards, and name in the credits!

204.

Chris Hugo 1 day ago
Just made my 4th pledge ( a T-shirt you will not likely see on anyone else if
you buy it!) - started at $25 and now up to double the backer average at
$112. Cyan maybe listened to these comments or is just being tactical to
maintain momentum. Either way, for me, it works!

205.

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago
Yay! What a great update! THANK YOU Cyan for listening to your fans. We
all desperately want this to succeed, and many people asked for the add-ons
you've released :) I personally am adding a t-shirt thank you very much. I'm
sure many backers will add an item (or two) so that should bump the total
along a bit.
May I suggest someone from Cyan keeps an eye on the comments (I'm sure
they are already) and occasionally interact? There's nothing like seeing some
interaction, be it a "hey that's a good idea, let me pass that along" to a "stay
tuned, we have something coming up you'll like".
If possible, I'd love to see more concept art, some sketches, anything really
to give us a taste of this new world you're conjuring. I'm sure it can be done
without spoiling anything. Heck, post a great big SPOILER ALERT so those
that want to avoid them can do so :) A quick behind-the-scenes video or
devblog goes a long way to keep people's appatite whetted.
Anyway, I'll quit rambling and go add that t-shirt, and grab the wallpapers.
Thanks again!

206.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
I think this will be my new iPad wallpaper...replacing the linking book to Tay :)

207.

Helena 1 day ago
Finally! A bit short, but it's great that they're listening to our suggestions and
that more is coming soon. I really like the 'treeline' wallpaper as well. What
the heck, upped my pledge a bit.

208.

Kristofer Hoyos 1 day ago
Awesome update!

209.

Galit 1 day ago
Agreed! Nice update! =)

210.

Randall Bova Jr. 1 day ago
Update #7 posted! Nice wallpapers.

211.

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago
@Jason - thx for setting me straight and for the better suggestion.
@Joel - Thank the Maker for walkthroughs. I love games and I'm terrible at
them and I want to experience everything they have to offer so I love
walkthroughs.

212.

Joel 1 day ago
I'm 26. I first played Myst in fifth grade, and Riven a year or two later.
Unfortunately I was too young (or maybe just too impatient?) to figure out the
puzzles on my own, so I used walkthroughs more than I should have!

213.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
Now seriously, just came here to post that thanks to you and this kickstarter,
I'm playing realMYST again! And after... RIVEN IT IS!!! =D...

214.

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago
Comment 1000!!!

215.

Jason Andersen 1 day ago
@Dawn: Do you already know you can get an artbook by pledging $250? For
me, I'd like to see a tier level/add-on that would allow us to pick it up
unsigned for less than that.
@Linda: Every backer would need to pledge just over $100 to meet the goal.
50x10,000 = 500,000. The average per backer at the moment is $56.
Or, everyone could recruit 1 person to pledge $50. That would get us there. ;)

216.

Matthew Lyles Hornbostel 1 day ago
I turned 27 recently, so I'm another one of those Millenials who enjoy the
Myst series. I'm also the modeler/3d artist on a team working on 'Sevkor', a
fan age I'm hoping will be among the first fan ages released on Cyan Worlds'
official Myst Online servers. I'm a fan of the Myst series and am hoping that
the Obduction Kickstarter succeeds. While the concept art that has been
shown is fantastic, hope Cyan Worlds will release a substantial update soon
(ideally a view of a fully modelled/textured area in the gameworld, running in
the Unreal 4 engine) to help push this Kickstarter through to the finish line - I
get that they don't want to spoil too much, but they really do need to show
enough to inspire more people to support this... people who aren't diehard
fans and are still unsure whether to back this project.

217.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
I'd like to get to $600k today. I bet all it would take would be one good
update.

218.

Chris Cutler 1 day ago
Another Myst story-time post:
I was really young and loved the puzzles, but somehow didn't figure out the
tower rotation in Myst until well over half-way through the game. I bruteforced the safe for Channelwood, the voltage for the spaceship, and a few
other things. I tried to brute-force the fireplace code and made it through
page 90 or so before I found the hint. When I found out that the clues had
been
there all along, I accused my sister of cheating because she'd done it the
"easy" way.
Fast-forward to Riven, which my family all played together (sort of...I might
have hogged the mouse most of the time). We played it on a computer that
barely met the system requirements, meaning it wasn't fast enough to
process a click if anything in the image was moving. This was a real problem
for flipping over the small book domes, and for entering the book that Gehn
offers you. Since the cursor disappears once a click registers, my advice to
my sister was "Just click until your hand goes away!" My family still makes
fun of me for that.

219.

Urie David Kline 1 day ago
I'm 24, so there's at least two millenials who like MYST :)
Also, since we're into story time on this thread, the Myst series (URU in
particular) actually got me interested in listening to Peter Gabriel! I had the
awesome chance to go see him live a year ago, so that's another fun way
that this series has impacted MY LIFE personally.

220.

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago
Hello all - I like the suggestion posed prior to reaching the half way mark that,
if all backers pledged $50, the $1.1M would be reached. I know not everyone
can do that much but maybe we could pick a specific day & time and create
an overwhelming surge....then work on the stretch goal. I'm also thrilled to
see posts by Evan, the 20-year old. I was wondering how many in his
generation have heard of the Myst games.

221.

Dawn D 1 day ago
Geez, whenever I come by to check how this project is doing, it's made
another huge jump xD
Btw, I was wondering… (and sorry if this has already been addressed) are
there any plans for add-ons? (Perhaps it's too early in the campaign to be
asking, but I would just love an obduction artbook/poster)

222.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Sure, Peter Gabriel could not mean anything...but the fact that they posted it
TODAY, in the middle of the campaign, might be a hint.

223.

Steven Franzen 1 day ago
@Michael: I think that was my approach as well, hehehe...

224.

David Thery-Bulha 1 day ago
@Ryan Peter Gabriel is a huge fan of Cyan, but yes, maybe there is
something more...

225.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 day ago
A cool way to "fix" that puzzle could be to have little rooms with devices that
taught you the meaning of the compass-sounds in the dead ends of the maze
:) I'm glad that Cyan has fleshed out their puzzle design skills since Myst!

226.

Tako Shak 1 day ago
The first time I played Myst, we didn't have any speakers for the only
computer in the house. We didn't make it to Selenitic until years later.

227.

Joel 1 day ago
The mazerunner is one of the low points of the series, as I think the Millers
themselves have acknowledged. It's too bad, because the first part of the
Selenitic Age is so beautiful. One of the problems is that it's a lot easier if you
did the Mechanical Age first and learned the sounds there. But it's quite
possible to go to Selenitic first!

228.

Helena 1 day ago
@ Michael: LOL, same here!

229.

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago
The problem with the subway puzzle, IMHO, was that in a game in which
exploration was clearly an important component, having a puzzle that, if you
get it "right", leaves stuff unexplored seems silly. I admit, I didn't pick up on
the sound cues until after the first time I "solved" it by brute force, but even if I
had, I STILL would have felt compelled to try every path, just to be sure there
was nothing else there. I kind of wish there HAD been something else at
those other branches, rather than just pointless dead ends. Not anything vital
to solving the game, of course, but just something to add some flavor, a
reward of sorts for the doggedly persistent.

230.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Is this a hint? Cyan's Google+ page has a link to the video for
"SledgeHammer" by...hmmm...Peter Gabriel.

231.

Michael Winter 1 day ago
@Steve: Funny thing about that subway puzzle in Myst. I didn't even realize
it WAS a puzzle. I just brute-forced my way through it, systematically
mapping all possible routes until I got though. It was only much later reading
a forum post about the sound clues that it dawned on me there might have
been another, easier way of doing things.

232.

Steven Franzen 1 day ago
@Sharon: I'm 27 and have played them all, Myst itself perhaps around age
10-12 and I vividly remember being stuck for a while on puzzles like the
infamous subway (sounds) puzzle ;P. Unfortunately, a quick survey of people
near my age got me many blank stares -- you may be right that the mean of
the generation is slightly older.

233.

Helena 1 day ago
@ Seba: That link doesn't work, at least for me.
29 btw, and first played Myst in my early teens (it was basically responsible
for getting me into computer gaming, for which I'm forever grateful. :-) )

234.

TrueStoryGuy 1 day ago
Somehow I think Cyan is disappointed by the kickstarter so far. It seems as
though, because of the lack of updates, that Cyan wanted to break the 1.1M
before announcing their updates and stretchgoals.
As for the age thing, I'm 27 and I first played Myst on a SEGA Saturn. I was
10.

235.

Evan Smith 1 day ago
@Macro Meijer I was born the same year Myst came out so I'm 20 and I've
been fascinated with the games and lore my entire life. @Patrick M. Collier
Like the Firefly/Serenity resurrection. I could attempt a flyer I've gotten pretty
savvy with graphics and Photoshop tho I'm no where near an expert.

236.

Peggy Youell 1 day ago
I posted this later in the evening yesterday, so I'm not sure if anyone saw it.
My friend is an editor at a nerd/gamer based website called Topless Robot,
and he put up a quickie post to let his readers know about this campaign for
me.
http://www.toplessrobot.com/2013/10/creators_of_myst_and_riven_want_to_
kickstart_obduc.php#more

237.

Ryan S. Davis 1 day ago
Love Patrick's idea. If someone creates a flyer, I'll post it in local Starbucks
and places like that.

238.

Patrick M. Collier 1 day ago
If Cyan could put out a printable PDF flyer (or one of the backers with some
graphic design experience) advertising the game some of us could print it off
and post it on bulletin boards at coffee shops, on light posts, in the window of
businesses we own, etc... I am just trying to think outside of the typical
kickstarter box.

239.

Seba 1 day ago
Just remembered one of my favorite examples of fan involvement in
spreading the word for a Kickstarter project; it was for Tex Murphy in this
case:
http://i.imgur.com/p0hhR.jpg
I'd give a Wohba for an Obduction equivalent ;)

240.

Sharon Guerrette 1 day ago
Sorry I should have said 40's and 50's , giving my age away lol!

241.

Michael Pollard 1 day ago
@Marco Meijer: I'm 61 and have been a serious player of the Myst games
since 2003 although I got my first exposure to Myst in the 90's - but that is
another story.

242.

Marco Meijer 1 day ago
@Sharon
In their 50's? 40's maybe, but 50 only for those who were 30 when the game
was released. The first Myst is "only" 20 years old. And that's the oldest
game in the series. Myst V is from 2005.

243.

Ashton Johnson 1 day ago
I've seen this happen before, communication dies and the Kickstarter
plateaus. Its no where near too late to kick it back into gear though. You've
gotten treat this thing with priority, it's your money maker! For the next 22
days your campaign should be your main focus.

244.

James Veitch 1 day ago
@Sharon EXACTLY!

245.

Adreitz 1 day ago
@Patrick: Note that Rand said he'd stop in occasionally to the Reddit page
during the next few weeks to answer more questions. So if you have an
Obduction-related question you'd like to see answered, try posting it there.

246.

Patrick M. Collier 1 day ago
I just found an article that had an exclusive interview with Rand. It may offer

some additional answers for people looking for more information beyond
what is already posted here on the Kickstarter.
http://www.inlander.com/Bloglander/archives/2013/10/17/exclusive-detailson-abductioncyans-11-million-kickstarter-for-a-sci-fi-myst-successor
Enjoy!

247.

Sharon Guerrette 1 day ago
The Myst generation is in their 50's today, most of them don't follow gaming
sites like the younger generation does. Therefore, some sort of public on-air
advertisement through a bigger media outlet might be a good way of getting
their attention.

248.

Patrick M. Collier 1 day ago
We all know there are way more Myst fans out there. So many people played
and were touched by that game. There are a lot more people out there who
need to be reached before this thing is over. That is the task now. To find the
people who may not be on kickstarter or who may not follow Cyan or even
know they are still around but who would love to support a project by them...
Like @Norah.

249.

Norah 1 day ago
I just backed this because of an e-mail sent through an old Cyan or Cyanrelated newsletter I once in the distant past signed up for. So good idea to
make use of those, or I might never have heard of this project.
I hope they're also trying to get articles or interviews about this kickstarter
done on adventure- and indie-gaming sites, like Adventure Gamers. I check
those regularly so I could have stumbled onto this kickstarter later on via that
path if they end up featured there (if they're not already).

250.

Justin Durham 1 day ago
I wouldn't be too concerned about the amount that will ultimately be raised; if
you look at the kicktraq record for Planetary Annihilation, it's around the same
place at the same time. There is usually a long flat stretch that takes up most
of the time, and large ramp-ups in the beginning and end. Pretty standard.
That being said, properly paced stretch goals and good communication does
bring in more funding, so I'm keeping my fingers crossed (which makes
typing hard, but totally worth it!).

251.

John (Official Elite:Dangerous Novelist) 1 day ago
Elite:Dangerous wanted to raise 1,2 million POUNDS. they got 350k ish in
the first few days rush and then it trickled and trickled. everyone was getting
despondent. then at the end it picked up as they all do and then it actually
met two of its stretch goals.. . . don't stress

252.

James Veitch 1 day ago
They need a press agent. This should be in all the papers.

253.

Patrick M. Collier 1 day ago
I am starting to agree, although, I want to give them time. We have been
promised a more substantial update this week. Let's wait and see what they
give us today or tomorrow. They did the AMA and while that was nice I agree
that it seemed like it was mostly the already committed Cyan fans and hardly
any of the questions had much to do with this new project. I asked a question
about the project but most people wanted to talk about Myst or the work
inspired by it. That's all good and well but it doesn't help get people inspired
on continuing the momentum of the Kickstarter. I was really hoping people
would be asking Rand more questions about Obduction.

254.

Jason Andersen 1 day ago
50% is pretty encouraging, I agree. And Kicktraq has the project trending
towards $2 million at this point. However, that is based on the first week,
which was pretty aggressive. If you look at the lower end based on slowing
down from the first week, you'll see we could be trending towards 1.2 million just barely making it. And that is based on yesterday's data, which today we
are trending towards a much slower day. We need ~22k per day to make the
goal, today we are only at ~10k.
Most of the suggestions are ways to increase either backers, or those
already backing to increase their pledge, or both. I think we are all wanting to
see this succeed, and whatever we can do to make that happen is good. I
don't see it as criticism of Cyan, just friendly advice. They can ignore it if they
like. :)

255.

Kristofer Hoyos 1 day ago
I also agree with @Ryan. I know this is new and uncharted territory to them
but there are certain things that have to happen to keep momentum going.
"Stretch social goals" are a great idea and way to promote the project further.
Some more concept art being released as an update also a good thing. If
pledges continue declining at the current rate, we have a problem on our
hands.

256.

W.G. - "All Goats are Equal" OotG $7.77 1 day ago
@ Ryan S. Davis: You said it very well and I agree with all your points.
(sadly) Kicktraq confirms what you are saying.

257.

James Veitch 1 day ago
@ryan agreed. I suspect Cyan, like a prisoner released from solitary
confinement squinting at the sun, may be unused to being verbose after so
many years of (comparable) radio silence.

258.

Urie David Kline 2 days ago
@Ryan: well said.

259.

Urie David Kline 2 days ago
Addendum: this is the first kickstarter I've really followed, so let me clarify. It
seems totally normal for donations to get thin after the initial week, so the fact
that we're already above 50% seems pretty encouraging so far as the
average trend goes. Anyway, I have faith for a legit update today :)

260.

Volyova 2 days ago
@Urie David Kline : + 1
Thank you for the good word

261.

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago
@Urie--I don't think of it as criticism. I think of it as advice. I'm essentially
telling Cyan how to get more of my money! :)
I'm no expert--but I have participated and observed quite a few Kickstarter
campaigns, so I kind of know what works and what doesn't. When 3/4 of the
comments are asking for more information, it just seems silly not to throw us
a bone.

262.

Heide Carriere 2 days ago
Pledged and shared, that is all =)

263.

Tako Shak 2 days ago
I think the closer to the goal we get, the more updates we'll get. Personally, I
know it's going to be a great game, so I can be patient... for awhile.

264.

Urie David Kline 2 days ago
I don't know. Definitely as a backer and MYSTie, I'd really like to see some
updates, but I'm not sure where the constant criticism is coming from. It all
feels like MOUL all over again: I know this is a passionate community, but
honestly I'm not sure why everyone feels like they're Kickstarter gurus? I
think it makes us look less than our best as a fan community when all the
comments begin with "Cyan needs to..." I'm all in favor of honest criticism,
and I know it comes from good intentions, but I've just never been a major
fan of it...

265.

Arthur Bond 2 days ago
I completely agree with Ryan, especially his second point. As backers of this
project, we would very much appreciate a direct line of communication with
someone at Cyan.

266.

Jason Andersen 2 days ago
I was just checking out some of the other projects people had linked to below.
The Mandate that Helena mentioned has an interesting concept I haven't
seen before: Social stretch goals. The social stretch goals are unlocked when
they get a certain # of Facebook shares. This is a *great* way to encourage
people to spread the word.

267.

Jorge Gutierrez 2 days ago
@Joel: Looks more like donations have pretty much stopped instead of
slowing down. From what I've seen, donations have grown by less than
$1,000 since this morning. It's past time for a real update. I know that this is
Cyan's first attempt at a Kickstarter and are probably timing the updates in a
way that they think will work best. However, the lack of donations today is
proof enough that Cyan needs to give us more updates.

268.

Jason Andersen 2 days ago
I think a few additional pledge levels between $75 and $250 would also help
increase pledges. While I really like the idea of a T-shirt (and prints) and the
art book, it's hard for me to justify spending another $175 on them.
The problem here is, there isn't much to get excited about in terms of stretch
goals because we haven't made the MAIN goal yet. And when the product is
simply the game, there are only so many tiers you can have without
branching out into additional merchandise (with additional cost and time
away from the game itself).
A few ideas could be: Early beta access, physical Art of Cyan book, digital Art
of Obduction book, the physical "Art of Obduction" unsigned (for a lower price
tier).

269.

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago
@Cyan--I love you and you have my money no matter what. BUT:
1. You've got to AT LEAST announce the first stretch goal today. It's not even
a spoiler!
2. Have someone reply to comments periodically. You can even get an intern
from Gonzaga to do it--we just want to see that blue-shaded comment once
in a while!
3. You need to implement add-ons. Let people buy the shirt, at the very least.
My personal favorite idea for add-ons would be replica Moiety daggers from
Riven. You could offer those for $20 each and I bet thousands of us would
add one to our pledge.
4. Offer at least one high-res image for desktop wallpaper!

You've been saying since last Sunday you had updates planned for this
week. It's now Thursday. Don't delay any longer. Do it TODAY, and keep
momentum going into the weekend.

270.

Joel 2 days ago
Yes, the donations really are slowing down now - I hope they have some stuff
planned. I trust Cyan to make a quality product and I understand the desire
not to reveal too much, but without more substantive info we will probably go
down to the wire hoping for a strong late surge.
Also, while I am already pledged to get the game, a pledge level or two
between $1 and $25 would probably draw more people and get some of the
$1 pledgers to upgrade.

271.

Sean T. Arata 2 days ago
Good to know and pretty cool. Unfortunately I'm just not sure ARGs will work
in this specific instance. Once funded and with a roaring community, great,
but we just need a bit more immediacy. As with everyone on here, I only
criticize because I care :)

272.

Adreitz 2 days ago
@Sean: Spyder might be the one who will be monitoring these comments.
For those who aren't aware, Spyder was billed as a spy within Cyan back in
the days before the release of Riven and again before the release of Uru,
who would mysteriously appear on Cyan's IRC-like chat program to drop
teasers and run ARG-like meta-puzzles. The fact that this character has
shown up here and, at least so far, hasn't been directly denounced by Cyan
as a fake implies that this stuff will probably start happening again.

273.

Sean T. Arata 2 days ago
I'm really trying to keep an open mind here but we need to start seeing more
detailed information about this game with more structured updates. This is
the only way we'll really start seeing more backers and increased pledges
from existing backers. We've reached beyond the 50% mark without really
any substantive update, though the RMA certainly had a good deal of
information but not everyone will go through the time and effort to read
through that. Perhaps a summary of that in an update (but NOT the entire
update) would be nice. More than anything backers need to know (beyond
just trusting you from past efforts) that you have everything planned out
leading to the delivery of the game itself.
I have a great deal of faith in you guys, but you are reaching the point where
you need to pull those on the fence over to becoming backers. It will ramp up
the closer we get but it really feels we should have had more in the way of
updates so far.
Also, someone should be actively monitoring this chatroll as responses from
the Developer are always welcome :)

274.

Lothar 2 days ago
I wish Cyan made it clear what the stretch goals are and what amount of
additional funding they require.
Revolutions Broken Sword - the Serpent's Curse Adventure is another
successful Kickstarter project (I backed) that had great updates and a very
well structured page with the stretch goals being spelled out clearly.
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/165500047/broken-sword-the-serpentscurse-adventure

275.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 2 days ago
I suggested JayIsGames.com write about Obduction, as they've linked to
Kickstarters in the past. We'll see if they take my advice :)

276.

Sean T. Arata 2 days ago
Welcome Jay!

277.

Jay Tholen 2 days ago
I'm only backing for a dollar at the moment, but I'll be bumping it up when I
get paid. I've wanted to play this game for a long, long time.

278.

Jorge Gutierrez 2 days ago
Here's a link to Obduction's community wishlist page on GoG. You can vote
for it as a requested game on the site. Every little bit helps.
http://www.gog.com/wishlist/games/obduction_by_cyan_inc

279.

Ashton Johnson 2 days ago
"Obduction is the overthrusting of continental crust by oceanic crust or mantle
rocks at a convergent plate boundary" Oooh, I was thinking it was an
adjustment of Abduction.

280.

Jorge Gutierrez 2 days ago
There have to be dozens of gaming websites with forums where we can post
about Obduction. I went into the Steam community hubs for each of Cyan's
games and posted there.

281.

Galit 2 days ago
Another way to reach more backers... I suggest recommending Obduction to
the KS Awesome folks, they have a pretty big following and can reach a lot of
people: http://www.awesomegamingprojects.com/

282.

Walter 2 days ago
Backed! I've been looking at Obduction for a few days and I couldn't resist
any more. I remember excitedly playing Myst in High School and looking at
Obduction now brings back all those memories.
Good luck guys. You're trending very steadily and I think in 2 days you'll be at
the top of the Kickspy popular list (http://www.kickspy.com/browse/popular)

283.

Bob 2 days ago
I am so excited! Myst was my alltime favorite game!
Also, Congrats on making the #1 spot at CrowdFundingForum for the top
new Crowdfunding Project!
http://crowdfundingforum.com/showthread.php/8391-Hot-CrowdFundedProjects-This-Week-Obduction-QU-BD-(Oct-24th)

284.

EnthusiasticStudent 2 days ago
If you've already answered this, I'm sorry for asking again, but: Why 20 light
years?

285.

Adreitz 2 days ago
Wow, I just saw we have a third $10k backer! Thanks, whoever you are!

286.

Adam Mencarini 2 days ago
While Mr. Miller will always be Atrus in my heart, I really hope that he lends
his voice (literally) to this game as well.

287.

Helena 2 days ago
Another example of a good campaign that's currently active:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1964463742/the-mandate
For an unknown dev with a new IP, raising $500,000 is an incredibly tall
order, but Perihelion have handled it very smartly. They chose a 60-day
funding period rather than the usual 30 days, and they've released all sorts of
interesting information - lots of backstory, playable character-creation
prototypes, a free download of the main theme. And the devs are constantly
(and I do mean constantly) active in the main comments thread, responding
to pretty much every question and comment posted. As a result, they're
already almost 1/3 funded with five weeks left to go, and their main publicity
campaign hasn't even started yet.

288.

Helena 2 days ago
@ Rainer: Yeah, that was an amazing campaign - one of the best I've ever
seen. The devs were constantly engaged with the backers, and it really paid
off: the community response was amazing, and they ended up hitting every
single stretch goal once Paypal totals were included. This is what I've been
trying to get across: many Kickstarter backers don't want to just hand over
their money and wait passively for the game to be produced. They want to be
actively involved in the process, offering feedback and suggestions.
Obviously you want to avoid 'design by committee' - especially for this type of
game - but at the same time, it's nice to know that the devs are taking
account of your feedback and responding to it.

289.

Rainer Kesselschlaeger 2 days ago
@Helena Maybe because there are 46(!) Updates. Gives the community
something to talk about. ^^

290.

Helena 2 days ago
@ Paskarl: Divinity: Original Sin has over 68,000.
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/larianstudios/divinity-originalsin/comments

291.

Rob 2 days ago
Brilliant...need a decent game for the PC...consoles have destroyed gaming :
(

292.

Paskarl 2 days ago
@Shawn Murphy ("We also seem likely to set the record for most comments
on a backed project").
Like that optimism :-)
I'll have you know: SpaceVenture 31.000, Dreamfall 32.000, Broken Sword
37.000 and Homestuck Adventure ~49.000 comments !!! ;-)

293.

Jason Andersen 2 days ago
@Tyler: I would love to see it on XB1 (and other next gens) as well! I do more
console gaming these days then PC gaming, just more convenient (and my
big comfy couch sure helps).

294.

Tyler James Raymond 2 days ago
Is it possible it might come to next-gen consoles as stretch goals?

295.

Jason Andersen 2 days ago
@Chris: Thanks for the images!

296.

Urie David Kline 2 days ago
@Ryan: I know! There's a nice amount of stuff that's trickled out over the
years, and some of the ideas they eventually wanted to roll out--like pets and
vehicles etc.--have always kept me intrigued. Hopefully someday we either
get A) A coffee table book that blows the lid off of those concepts, or B)
Something akin to a sequel. Speaking of "sequels"...anyone excited for this
game yet?

297.

Chris Hugo 2 days ago
Despite living the first 53 years of my life as a citizen of Spokane and driving
past the Cyan studio about 500 times, I stopped playing at an early point in
Riven when I moved to the Seattle area 13 years ago. I knew of Uru and
Myst online, of course, but never went back to the Cyan Worlds. I just did!
Amazing that I can play Myst Online on a netbook! I also now feel a little
foolish about asking Rand about 3D dynamic FP immersion vs frame-byframe movement, the only Cyan I knew. He was gracious in his confirmation
of what I knew Unreal 4 likely meant. Great studio with people very deserving
of the success that only we can bring.

298.

Peggy Youell 2 days ago
@Adreitz--it's hard for me to tell, being snarky myself and not being off-put by
that. But the website is geared towards nerds and a fair amount of gamers,
so if they watch the video, I'm sure it'll bring in more backers.

299.

Adreitz 2 days ago
@Peggy: I'm not familiar with that website, but it seems your friend took a
pretty snarky attitude towards the concept of a new Myst-like game. I don't
think that article is likely to win any more backers.

300.

John (Official Elite:Dangerous Novelist) 2 days ago
@Mark,
You should check out the Elite:Dangerous kickstarter and what they did
there. I am one of the official tie-in novelists for that game. I've already asked
Cyan if they are interested in some transmedia, No response yet . . .

301.

Peggy Youell 2 days ago
My friend and colleague is the editor-in-chief of Topless Robot, and I asked
him to post about Obduction. He just posted this:
http://www.toplessrobot.com/2013/10/creators_of_myst_and_riven_want_to_
kickstart_obduc.php#more

302.

Psychomorph 2 days ago
Great result so far in the couple of days, but to be honest I am a bit surprised
this thing wasn't funded already, but I'm sure it will by the end, with some
extra stretch goal cream on top of the cake.

303.

Mark Lopez 2 days ago
Could there be a novel series like the Myst novels to go along with this IP?

304.

Derrick Robinson 2 days ago
Truly inspiring stuff every one.. keep up the great work and we can make this
happen!
Love hearing those CYAN tales and MYST experiences!

305.

Chris 2 days ago
Hehe @William. I still feel funny about that one. :D But yes, if anyone wants
to use that one (the in-joke), that's here. http://i.imgur.com/8YAQPMf.png
Oh, and @Seba made this one -> https://imageshack.com/i/mkfuewp
@Seba: Agreed: The expression does go well with the caption. "Who backed
Obduction? I backed Obduction!" Hopefully we'll find out a little more (not too
much, but a little) about the story. :)

306.

William C. Strohm 2 days ago
@Chris,
You mean I can have this one all to myself? Yay!

307.

Chris 2 days ago
@Jason - I've made a few that you can could use.
http://i.imgur.com/Bp81CwZ.png
http://i.imgur.com/RmQ2kSv.png
http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png

308.

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago
@Jason, I caught that "O for Obduction" moment too. Cringe-worthy
presentation, yeah. Loved your comment about immersion--I had that same
feeling of fear and hesitation at several points in different worlds. You laugh it
off, sure, but it really goes to Rand Miller's point about Cyan creating worlds,
not games.

309.

Jason Andersen 2 days ago
By the way, are there official backer images somewhere? I've never bothered
to update my image, but for this KS I think I will. ;)

310.

Jason Andersen 2 days ago
@Lorna, re: the khq story - that's pretty typical for Spokane news,
unfortunately. I also noticed the statement, "The last game Cyan made was
Myst" (paraphrased), which is obviously wrong. The woman at the very end
saying, "Obduction with an 'O'" made me cringe slightly, because I think
many viewers will think the same thing - wtf, Cyan doesn't know how to spell
"Abduction". *facepalm*
As for my introduction to Myst - my father-in-law actually gave me his copy. I
think at one point I had been talking to him about how my sister and I used to
play games like King's Quest together, to which he then said, "Have you

played this yet?" At that time my attention was mostly on games like StarCraft
and Diablo, so I hadn't yet tried out Myst. I remember exploring around and
finding the pages, but I was so used to how other 'adventure' games like KQ
worked that I couldn't quite figure out what to do with the torn page. I tried
using it on all manner of things - just about everything but inside the book
itself. It never occurred to me to put it *back* into the book it had been torn
from. I had to look at the one hint Cyan had put in the box, sealed in an
envelope that said something like, "Open only if you get REALLY stuck".
There may have been other hints, but I am pretty sure there was only one "Put the page in the book". It seems obvious in retrospect, but putting torn
pages back into books isn't typically something you do (to me, anyway). Of
course, *ripping* pages out of books isn't something you typically do either. :)
Anyway, once I was past that hurdle, the rest was well laid out, logical, and
flowed pretty easily. I don't remember how long it took me, it couldn't have
been more than a few hours or so after that, the puzzles went pretty fast. Or
maybe it was days that only felt like hours, who can remember? But I do
remember being done and saying, "Aw, that's the end?" I REALLY wanted to
explore more (esp. D'ni... I felt slightly cheated being welcomed to D'ni by
Atrus and then I didn't get to actually *expore* D'ni).
Anyway, I was hooked. Riven expanded the story (and was a Day 1 purchase
for me) and gave an even more immersive feeling. I recall there is one point
in Riven where you can enter this pipe (nothing is at the end, but you can
enter it all the same). I actually hesitated, wondering what was inside - I had
a sense of fear and self-preservation. Then I recalled this was just a game
and laughed at myself. I think it was the first time I felt complete immersion in
a game. I don't think I've really had that feeling since, either.
Hoping Obduction brings more moments like that. :)

311.

Sumatria 2 days ago
My kids bought Myst for me as a birthday gift. That was when it first came
out...(not trying to date myself here at all, really). It took me a week to
complete it, that was putting in an hour a day or so playing. I had to keep the
time computer time limit too, as a good mom, role model should when the
kids had a time limit as well. Needless to say I was hooked and bought the
following games after that for myself and then came across Myst
Online...joined early when it was still just shards, then onto the actual MOUL
when it came around. Been stuck since...

312.

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago
I'd love to see more concept art that never got produced. I know it exists. I
talked to a Cyan artist once about ideas they had for Uru that they never got
to, including one puzzle that involved rounding up jellyfish-type creatures into
underwater pens using oil rig-like platforms!

313.

Urie David Kline 2 days ago
Yo, one thing that I don't think has been said enough: how cool is it that
Stephan Martiniere is back? That guy gave such a cool atmosphere to Uru, I
can't wait to see more of his work in these worlds! (And hoping the Art of
Cyan book includes some more Uru concept art that we haven't seen yet).

314.

James Andrew Wodehouse 2 days ago
Love to hear these stories of 'induction' to the landscape of Myst. Not sure
where how or even when we found Myst, what I do remember was the dark
nights my partner and I spent adding and dividing the landscape and
language puzzles not always getting it right or even finding the answers. We
bought this notebook of black scalloped faux velvet, most tactile and most
appropriate - very other worldy. We filled it full of sketches of the puzzles the
d'ni language and notes. It cemented our relationship and discovered a
common bond in solving the mysteries of the d'ni lives as well as our own.
Mental note to find a notebook appropriate for the next adventure of
Obduction.

315.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
@Zainah, that was a great story about finding Myst! What about the rest of
you here? I would love to know how you first came across the game.
My baby brother, in his teen years, had a new computer system. He and my
dad were all over it while I was away for several months; my dad loves to get
the hottest new tech stuff, so he went out and bought Myst when he heard it
was the hottest new thing. When I got back, Scott kept asking me to play this
computer game with him.
Since all four of us kids had played games together from early on--think the

original Frogger and M.U.L.E.--this wasn't an unusual request. I assumed I
wouldn't enjoy the game since at the time games were turning into one
shooting gallery after another--creative stuff like the other two games I
mentioned seemed to have been abandoned.
Boy was I wrong about not being interested in this game. Never have I been
so gratified to be wrong. I went downstairs to the basement where the new
computer was set up on a card table with two folding chairs for comfort, and
laid eyes on the Myst Island dock for the first time. "How do you know what to
do?" I asked. "You don't," Scott replied. "You just go around and figure stuff
out."
I was hooked and would click around for hours in the dim basement,
forgetting time, space and everything around me. Scott lost interest pretty
quickly--he's not a gamer--and ended up giving me the game. He and my
dad made fun of my gaming, but if you've spent your life playing around with
computers, you don't know what to do with yourself on a day when you
haven't been ridiculed.
Now I've graduated to being made fun of by my husband, another nongamer. "Good thing you're cute and handy with tools," I tell him. Then I
plunge into Revelation, which I'm working my way through again, and forget
everything while walking the familiar, still mysterious paths of Cyan's worlds.
Without the thread turning into story time--well, that's not a bad idea either--I
am sure curious as to how others first ran across Myst.

316.

Seba 3 days ago
Wha-wha-wha, Spyder :O
Thank the Maker, I'm in dire need of some cryptic hints for the cryptic hints to
ease my mind.
Wha-wha-wha, RAWA's mom :O
This is turning out to be quite the gathering. Shorah!

317.

Michael Pollard 3 days ago
RAWA's mum has put her money down! Now that is cool. You gotta love
mums.

318.

RAWA's mom 3 days ago
One of my favorite memories is when RAWA was on a chat line years ago
and I went in just to say "HI" to him (since he was living in Spokane and I was
in Olympia). All of a sudden whoever he was talking to left the chat line and
then came back on with more Myst fans who were all interested in asking me
questions about RAWA. That just made my day!!!!!! I am so glad to back such
an innovative company and project. It goes without saying that I am SO
proud of my son!!

319.

Steven Ford 3 days ago
I don't know how feasible it is but a cool idea for an add-on that could help
push the funding up would be a reprinting (or even just digital versions in
whatever format) of the Myst series of novels. I don't know if the cost of doing
that would pay for itself or not. Just an idea I had.

320.

Evan Smith 3 days ago
Its incredible to see myst fans come together to support Cyan and to share
their stories about myst

321.

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago
Yay we're over halfway, and over 10000 backers. can we all please sign up a
friend or two as well? we ought to be able to get close to the 90000 backers
that DoubleFine had :) There must be MANY Myst fans out there; it is after all
one of the biggest selling games out there! :)

322.

Jeff Suder 3 days ago
Welcome back Spyder.

323.

Marein Könings 3 days ago
I'm so excited for the time to come!

324.

Kristofer Hoyos 3 days ago
I'm an avid EVE player so I posted about this on the official forums there. I
was surprised to find no one had mentioned it yet. I will mention it to people
in-game later tonight when I get on as well.

325.

Horatio 3 days ago
Great story, Zainah! Thanks for sharing.

326.

Andy Schultz 3 days ago
Hello, Spyder! What's new?

327.

Helena 3 days ago
Welcome to the third $10k backer, whoever they are.

328.

Zainah Alrujaib 3 days ago
Story time!
First time my folks let me buy games that weren't "edutainment", I was
maybe 11. That store is closed now, but I still distinctly remember the
cramped stairs, the dusty upper floor with boxes and boxes of videogames.
Mom said "only two!" so I picked the coolest looking ones-- Ages of Myst
(this: http://www.amazon.com/Ages-Myst-PC/dp/B00001W0DY ) and Thief I
(the one in the big box!) and if I could have had a third, I so wanted the
LucasArts Archives!
Anyway, Myst+Riven set the standard for me. I thought all the games would
be like this! Have been mostly disappointed since then, with precious few
exceptions.
So happy to see Cyan back with something new <3

329.

Shawn Murphy 3 days ago
Oh my goodness...

330.

Spyder 3 days ago
10,000 backers? Looks like it's time for me to come out of the woodwork.

331.

Shawn Murphy 3 days ago
Totally doable.

332.

Kenton Watson 3 days ago
@Shawn You should see the Reaper miniatures comments section. It
resembles a live chat room..

333.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
Looks like my Facebook friend Joseph Abbott is our 10,000th backer.
Congrats Joseph, you rock! (He already posted on FB, so I'm not "outing"
him.)

334.

Marco Meijer 3 days ago
That just means we have 23 days to post another 50K.

335.

Sean T. Arata 3 days ago
If only that were true, Torment alone had almost 50K comments!

336.

Shawn Murphy 3 days ago
We also seem likely to set the record for most comments on a backed
project. Now THAT'S community!

337.

Horatio 3 days ago
@Urie: Thanks, and welcome to the Obduction backers! I agree about the
positive vibes, and what you say about being a Cyan fan. To have lasted 20
years, we have to have a fairly laid-back attitude, right?

338.

Urie David Kline 3 days ago
Officially a backer! Woo-hoo! A bit bummed I didn't make the first 10k, but on
the other hand I'm stoked to see so much avid support! We've got some
major momentum for this point in the kickstarter. And hey, all you critics out
there: I'm excited for some more details too, but remember, this is an
adventure game. I want most of Obduction to remain a mystery until I open
that box and smell the plastic goodness that one only finds from PC games.
Also, I remember from the Uru/Myst Online days that Cyan gets quite a lot of
slack from its fans. I say: lay off! We are so blessed to have a new engaging
experience (in Unreal, no less, which IS unreal) in sight, so lets keep the
good vibes up, yeah?

339.

Paskarl 3 days ago
So. Easy one.
If everybofy doubles his/ hers pledge right now we´re through and can start
talking about stretch goals :-)

340.

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago
To all $10,000 backers. I salute you and will buy you dinner if you're ever in
Los Angeles.

341.

Horatio 3 days ago
HooOO! Thank you to our third $10K backer! And w00t for crossing the 10K
threshold! This has been an exciting day, indeed.

342.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
Hey Cyan, some people might get a kick out of your social media person livetweeting the last hour or two before this project funds.

343.

Zeanith 3 days ago
10,000 backers! This has been a very good day for Obduction!

344.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
@Horatio, I hope people generally understood it the way you did. The story's
color was changed a bit by it. I'm a journalist (among other things) which is
why I noticed it.
To Cyan: I'm posting my own Obduction updates on Facebook. It's better if
the updates are from you, though, so when you post updates, I'll post them.

345.

Sean T. Arata 3 days ago
How awesome would it be if the 10K backer went for the 10K tier.

346.

Michael Winter 3 days ago
Fantastic! This day is just getting better and better!

347.

Sean T. Arata 3 days ago
Thank you Mr. 10K!!

348.

Kenton Watson 3 days ago
Holy wow. Did we just get another 10k pledge or something?

349.

David Mulder 3 days ago
Ach@Kickstarters link recognition system, here is a link you don't need to
copy paste: https://www.thegallerygame.com/

350.

David Mulder 3 days ago
And one comment of my own :P For everybody who loves myst, you will
probably like the gallery: six elements as well, so feel free to support their
fundraiser at thegallerygame.com . They have already succeeded at their
Kickstarter campaign, but they are a small studio trying to do some crazy
new stuff on a very tight budget (they are working 12 hours a day often), so
please do help them out O:) . And the developers are supporting Obduction
too and love Myst, so thats some other reasons to support them :D .
(And just in case you wonder, the gallery is meant as an awesome Rift
experience, BUT it also will work super awesomely without the Rift :D (They
have actually spend the entire last month rewriting code because the normal
PC experience wasn't up to the level of the Rift/Hydra experience) )

351.

David Mulder 3 days ago
@Valérie Ronvel: Only am able to answer one of your questions: the Paypal
donations will not count towards the 1.1 mil. Kickstarter will simply not pay
out if the 1.1 mil is made.

352.

Chris Hugo 3 days ago
"if only" not "only if" !!

353.

Chris Hugo 3 days ago
Too bad Cyan is in Spokane (my old hometown). The KHQ News coverage
was great, but only if it could have aired in a metropolis of millions rather than
hundreds of thousands.
Anyone else feel a little ZORK nostalgia from the start at a little house out in
the open?

354.

Dimitrios 3 days ago
http://www.khq.com/category/195686/video-landing-page…

355.

Dimitrios 3 days ago
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames

356.

David Mulder 3 days ago
@Adam Morgan: I have no idea why you're doing what you're doing, but GO
GO GO!!! :D :D

357.

David Mulder 3 days ago
@Graham Bradley: Yeah it is a good sign, BUT there have been a lot of
projects which had a huge surge on the first day and didn't end up making it
becaues halfway through the project only a handful of new backers were
added. So my advice would be to just keep spreading the word if you love
this project ;-)

358.

David Mulder 3 days ago
@swordswinger710: It's not only about him knowing, cause then it would be
fine if one person would have said so in the beginning. It's about expressing
our opinion to convince not only Cyan but also others.
Take for example DRM, as backers (a form of investors) of Obduction for us
it's important they DO add DRM, because in consequence at least people
wont just have their friends copy stuff over, thus more copies /will/ be sold
(people who want to pirate it will still pirate it, but theres a world of difference
between pirating stuff and just copying it off a dvd of a friend).
And as far as VR goes, please add it no matter what. True, it will cost you a
bit, but don't make it an unrealistic stretch goal. If indi studio are able to
deliver compelling gaming experiences for 100.000 including Rift support
then Cyan should no doubt be able to support the rift for 1100000. And yeah,
I am fine with the graphics being a tiny bit worse if that means VR support,
because being in the Rift is a million times more immersive than even the
most beautiful graphics on a "small" 30" desktop screen.

359.

Graham Bradley 3 days ago
First time on Kickstarter so my question is, is 50% with 23 days to go a good
sign? Anyhow, upped my pledge since I don't think I've been so excited for a
concept in a long time.

360.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
The offer stands for any backers here who'd like to increase their donations
as well.

361.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
Thanks, Ryan. And you bring up a good point: any fellow backers with
expertise they can offer for donations, tweet yourself out there, too. Great
way to bring more money for the good folks at Cyan.

362.

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago
Adam: That's awesome. I wish I had a service I could offer people.

363.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
Fellow backers: help me spread the word. I'm offering my services as a
script/screenplay consultant to anyone willing to donate to Obduction. Tweet
it, facebook it, tell your friends, anyone you know who has a TV or movie
script drafted that they'd like some professional help with. Here's the link:
http://adammorganauthor.com/2013/10/23/yes-i-will-read-your-script-andgive-you-notes/

364.

Horatio 3 days ago
@Lorna: Perhaps they just meant that KS was Cyan's only choice in order to

do it the way they wanted to do it.

365.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
Interestingly, in the KHQ interview the reporter said something about
Kickstarter being their only choice for funding. It isn't; they could have gone
with a production company or in other directions. That was a rather large hole
in the story. They're here on Kickstarter because they want to be able to
make a great game without commercial interference from people whose
game standards and sensibilities are ... er ... different from Cyan's.

366.

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 3 days ago
I'm sure this has been said before but: this game looks like it was MADE for
the Oculus Rift. I hope that's early on in the stretch goals - one of the few
things, apart from extra content, that I'd up my pledge for.

367.

Tako Shak 3 days ago
And less than 30 more people to get to 10,000, as well. :)

368.

swordswinger710 3 days ago
Yes! I was secretly hoping we'd get half-way there on my date of birth, and so
we have. :D I'm loving this excitement, thanks fellow Mysticians!

369.

Tako Shak 3 days ago
New Update!

370.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
@Andy, Tycho has now been tweeted. Thanks for the heads up!

371.

Patrick M. Collier 3 days ago
41 more backers to go until we reach the 10,000 backer mark... can we hit it
today on the same day we hit the 50% mark? Let's make this a huge day for
the campaign!

372.

Andy Schultz 3 days ago
Someone could try tweeting Tycho from Penny Arcade: @TychoBrahe. He
describes himself as "the most deeply Myst obsessed human being affixed to
this planet" (http://www.penny-arcade.com/2010/10/04).

373.

Horatio 3 days ago
@Michael: 10,000 somethings, I would think... ;)

374.

Michael Winter 3 days ago
Yup. The 10,000 donor had a little something to do with that. ;)

375.

Horatio 3 days ago
I don't know if it means anything significant, but today's pledge totals have
already surpassed yesterday's final total.

376.

Paskarl 3 days ago
Time for a not so content-richt update like "Wohba! $550,000! One half of a
hell of a ride"
Just kidding..

377.

Gailann Schrader 3 days ago
I'm so glad I saw this on Reddit!

378.

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago
Actually, I consider myself lucky to have had a tour of Cyan at Mysterium in
2006. Amazing weekend. I got my picture with Rand and a Yeesha cloth on
the pillar outside Cyan HQ!

379.

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago
Sure, they give studio tours. It's right there under the "Launch Party" tier ;)

380.

Jason Andersen 3 days ago
Wow, so glad I just happened to notice this on the KS front page, I would
have really been disappointed to miss this one! As most (all?) of those here,
I've been a big fan of the Myst series since I first played Myst in the 90s.
A few questions:
1. If I pledge at a tier that gives me both the physical and digital copies, can I
get them for 2 different platforms (for instance, my digital copy for a Mac, my
physical copy for Windows)?
2. I noticed somewhere in the comments someone mentioning they live in
WA and if you give studio tours. As a WA resident myself, and someone who
travels through Spokane several times a year, I'd be very interested in doing
this as well!

381.

Volyova 3 days ago
Hello guys at Cyan ! We backed on the first day and are now waiting for our
october salary to increase our pledge.
We're true fans since Myst game. My husband and I met thanks to your
games. We knew each other on a board dedicated to Myst and Riven
because we share the same taste for clever games , steampunk
atmospheres and beautiful graphics. In brief, everything we can find in your
creations.
We are obviously glued to this kickstarter with the hope that it succeeds and
you can make us dream once more.
We have a few questions for you :
Are the pledges paid trough Paypal added to Kickstarter page total ? If not,
how many people pledged this way and will this money be counted in the
$1.1 M ?
Which impact have donuts on the Obduction creation (seem to be quite
major!) ?
For french speaking people, you can read translation of the Kickstarter page,
updates etc. here : http://myst-aventure.com/forum/index.php…
Un mot en français pour ceux qui souhaiteraient lire une traduction de la
page Kickstarter, des updates etc. c'est disponible ici : http://mystaventure.com/forum/index.php…

382.

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago
How does somebody vote for that shirt at Woot? I can't see any kind of voting
button.

383.

Peter Hegedus 3 days ago
I wish this KS to be at least as successful as the Mighty No. 9 was.
Come on, Myst fans!! UNITE!!!

384.

Fuzzy Puffin 3 days ago
Last chance to vote for this awesome Myst shirt on Woot:
http://shirt.woot.com/derby/entry/74723/strangers-arrival

385.

Jorge Gutierrez 3 days ago
Halfway there within a week! Congrats Cyan!!!!!

386.

Brian Thompson 3 days ago
halfway on HUMPDAY!
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387.

Zeanith 3 days ago
It's so great to see we've passed the 50% mark. That's a huge barrier to
pass, and should hopefully make people more confident that the project will
be funded. Next up is 10k backers!

388.

Nathaniel Quinn Lollar 3 days ago
Halfway there!

389.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
We did it!! Halfway! Congratulations!

390.

Katie Postma 3 days ago
Congrats on meeting the halfway mark, Cyan! Woot!

391.

Peter Hegedus 3 days ago
YAY!

392.

Joan Zalot 3 days ago
HALFWAY!!! 10/23 1:56 pm EST!!!!

393.

Bryan Powell 3 days ago
Cue Bon Jovi!

394.

Andy Schultz 3 days ago
We made it! Halfway!

395.

Helena 3 days ago
Halfway there! Woohoo!

396.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
$300 to the halfway mark. Sharing the Kickstarter link again, maybe shake
the last of it loose. So close.

397.

Helena 3 days ago
@Ryan: Same here. I'm quite happy to upgrade my pledge, I'm just waiting
for Cyan to give me a reason ;-) Though I suspect they may be waiting for the
$550k mark for the next update.

398.

Tiago Regueiras 3 days ago
I'm with Ryan here, I'll think of upping my pleadge once we see some news
about streatch goals and stuff... Come on Cyan almost in the halfway
milestone! I think now's a good time...

399.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
Adreitz, great to see the coverage. Thanks for posting the link. $656 to
halfway.

400.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
FYI, today is on track to be the first per diem increase over the previous day
since the Kickstarter began:
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-daily

401.

Adreitz 3 days ago
FYI a Spokane-local news station had some coverage of this KS campaign
and short clips of an interview with Rand. It's viewable online here:
http://www.khq.com/category/195686/video-landing-page… (coverage starts
at 7:48).

402.

Horatio 3 days ago
I updated our pledge to the next tier. If Cyan gives us some add-on levels or
some additional rewards, I have every intention of increasing it again before
the end of the campaign. Come on, $550,000!

403.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
In the spirit of Lorna and Kristopher, I just doubled my pledge as well. Way to
go guys. If you're obsessed enough to be reading through these comments,
and can afford to up your pledge by even $1, do it, folks.

404.

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago
I can afford to up my pledge, and I intend to--when we get some more details
about the box, or add-ons, or anything really. I figure if I increase my pledge
after an update, it'll act like positive reinforcement and we'll get more
updates. :)
Seriously though, that shirt needs to be an add-on. I don't think I can pledge
$120, but I would absolutely add one to my lower pledge level if it was an
option.

405.

Shawn Murphy 3 days ago
Glad to know I'm not the only one diligently watching for the halfway
milestone!

406.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
I just upped my pledge too. Now I get the box version, cheers. $885 to go to
halfway.

407.

Kristofer Hoyos 3 days ago
I just doubled my original pledge. Every little bit helps... anyone else that can
afford to do so, should increase their pledge as well!

408.

Sean T. Arata 3 days ago
$960 to go!

409.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
Well, Neil Gaiman (author, screenwriter, etc.) actually responded to my tweet
asking if he was inspired by Myst, but he didn't RT the Kickstarter link:
"@earthmorgan @cyanworlds no, mostly by 30s screwball comedies"

410.

Steve 3 days ago
Hey Cyan how about a $35 teir which includes the digital soundtrack but not
the guide? I'd up my pledge from $25 for the soundtrack and I'm wondering if
other people are being put off by the guide?

411.

Jordan Bartee 3 days ago
I just increased my pledge. Like Adam and Sean are saying, if a significant
number of us contribute just a little bit more we can make a serious dent. Not
everyone can afford another $50, but even $1 helps.

412.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
Good idea Adam. I'm going to see if I can do that. Not everyone can, but
some of us can.

413.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
If all the backers we have donated $50 more right now we'd clear 1 million ;)

414.

Sean T. Arata 3 days ago
If all of the backers we have donated $1 more right now we would clear the
50% hurdle! Who's with me?

415.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 3 days ago
I tweeted a link to the project today, and a friend became a new backer! Yay!

416.

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago
Thank you to all the backers Big and small! Keep it coming!
So looking forward to seeing a new pc game from Cyan!

417.

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago
$2,624 to go to the halfway point. Pushing it along with willpower ... Let's see
how that works

418.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
Can't find Damon or Oldfield on twitter, I'm afraid.

419.

Zachary Charland 3 days ago
I wonder if that was Brad Dourif!

420.

Helena 3 days ago
Another $10k backer? Excellent.

421.

Adreitz 3 days ago
@Michael: Myst III was actually my first exposure to Brad Dourif. I thought he
did a really good job -- the endgame was pretty intense. When I saw him in
LotR, I was like, "Oh, there's Saavedro".

422.

swordswinger710 3 days ago
And there's Matt Damon! They certainly gave him a rough time about this:
http://www.bit-tech.net/news/gaming/2008/05/01/matt-damon-wanted-mystlike-bourne-game/1

423.

Adreitz 3 days ago
Man, we're so close to 50%! I can't take the suspense -- let's keep pushing,
guys! It's too bad I don't have much disposable income right now, or I might
increase my pledge.

424.

Horatio 3 days ago
@Adam: I read on an old forum that musician Mike Oldfield (of Tubular Bells
fame) is a MYST fan.

425.

Michael Pollard 3 days ago
Excellent thinking people. Brad Dourif play Saavedro in Myst III: Exile.
Apparently he is a huge Myst fan. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myst_III:_Exile

426.

Joris Lapierre-Meilleur 3 days ago
Presque 50% GO! GO! GO!

427.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
@Zachary Thank you, Brad Dourif has now been tweeted :)

428.

Tiago Regueiras 3 days ago
So say we all!!!

429.

Zachary Charland 3 days ago
Brad Dourif is a Myst fan. So is Spielberg I think.

430.

Adam Morgan 3 days ago
Idea for getting a "celebrity" endorsement: search for people who've gone on
record saying they were inspired by the Myst franchise. See if they're on
twitter. Tweet them about this Kickstarter and see if they'll retweet. Already
tried myself with Carlton Cuse (Lost) and Jonathan Blow (Braid, The
Witness). No responses from them, yet, but the technique could work.

431.

Horatio 3 days ago
@Seba: LOL. My wife and I keep accidentally saying, "Obstruction" instead
of "Obduction." Occasionally, we use, "Obstetrician" just to mix it up.

432.

Seba 3 days ago
Horatio, when You notice that typo, You'll really hope Kickstarter had post

editing ;P
This is one hell of a late reply but - Cheers Chris! I thought her expression
went along perfectly with the caption/sentiment, and figured You had enough
on Your plate already.

433.

Horatio 3 days ago
@Nick @Joe: Also, I believe the CYAN artbook is digital only, whereas the
Obstruction artbook is a hardcover.

434.

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago
It can be done... so say we all!!!

435.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 3 days ago
CYAN Artbook will contain MYST stuff and more. OBDUCTION Artbook will
solely be about OBDUCTION.

436.

Horatio 3 days ago
@$10,000 backer: Awesome! Thank you!

437.

Joe Grout 3 days ago
Is there a difference between the Cyan art book and the Obduction art book
aside from one is digital and one in a physical? Will they have different

content?
You guys should really put up some stretch goals. I'm sure it'll encourage
people to pledge just a little more. I know I'm more likely to back a little more
if there are stretch goals I'm interested in.

438.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 3 days ago
Oh, and above all, DO NOT LOSE HOPE! That is Kickstarter's worst enemy.
Stay positive!
Also, I am still trying to get more people from the Armikrog. Army onboard.

439.

Fien - St Christopher's Alumni 3 days ago
Just what we needed, a 10,000 backer! :)

440.

Sean T. Arata 3 days ago
It does look like we are following a similar trajectory to Armikrog. Perhaps
Cyan could contact them and put something together if their followers in turn
pitch in for this game.

441.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 3 days ago
The best thing to do right now is simply spread the word. Make a youtube
video, go to message boards, post on facebook, tell your family, tell your
friends, google things about MYST, and spread the word there.
Also, try and spread the word to other non-enlish speaking countries. They
may hold crucial numbers. So, try and spread the word on non-english
speaking gaming sites/boards, and any MYST/adventure gaming related
non-english speaking sites.

442.

Paskarl 3 days ago
I´m through and through positive about the success of this project!
Because the fanbase of Myst is much bigger than the one from The Longest
Journey/ Dreamfall.
Reaching the goal of the $1.1 Mio puts them on 3rd place of the top
crowfunded adventure games behind Dreamfall ($850k goal, $1,54 Mio
reached = 180%).
Than it´s a question of communication (continous ks updates, balancing of
new rewards, external press) and - important - the handling of stretch goals.
If Cyan will do a good job there the 2nd place is not only possible but likely!
Don´t think they will ever be close to Double Fine with Broken Age but that
shouldn´t be the issue.
But compete with the Dreamfall project is realistitc from a lot of points.
But it´s not (only) in our hands ;-)

443.

Sean T. Arata 3 days ago
It might not be obvious what is being done. What suggestions would you
have based on your experiences with Armikrog?

444.

Fien - St Christopher's Alumni 3 days ago
Some of those dedicated Armigrog fans worked very hard to make it happen.
(Not me, I just pledged a fair amount of money.) I don't see that kind of effort
here. Yet.

445.

Sean T. Arata 3 days ago
We just need to make sure we are doing what we can to spread the word to
other Myst/ Riven fans out there. I'm sure that Rand and the team have a full
plan for this Kickstarter. Every Kickstarter is different so we have to trust they

will do what is necessary. All of these comments seem really constructive, but
it might be a good idea for someone from Cyan to have a more active
presence on this roll.

446.

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 3 days ago
I'll say this, if Armikrog. can do it (crowdfunded spiritual sucessor to the
Neverhood), then OBDUCTION Can do it. The Neverhood had a small
dedicated fanbase, and it successfully raised over $950,000. MYST has a
large dedicated fanbase, so OBDUCTION should be able to meet the
$1,100,000 goal.

447.

Fien - St Christopher's Alumni 3 days ago
Why are people who are worried about the current low level of pledges
suddenly labeled as trolls?? I don't see trolls here, only people whose
comments are meant to be helpful.

448.

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago
Does anyone out there know a celebrity? Like maybe "Ellen" , you never
know, it doesn't hurt to ask if they would be interested in contributing, the
worst they can say is no.

449.

Kirk Brownridge 3 days ago
Every project has their Trolls, my friend. Trolls even willing to spend money to
spread their troll-ey negativity.
Keep the faith, my brother. The real fans are here and shall endure with more
to come.

450.

swordswinger710 3 days ago
Oculus, Linux, no DRM, more updates, $1.1 million seems impossible people! Isn't the fact that a Miller is creating more worlds for us more exciting
than all that other stuff everyone keeps going on and on and on about? Don't
get me wrong, it's great to let Rand know our thoughts on what we think will
make the best game possible. But I think he probably knows by now. I just
keep coming back on here hoping to find more ecstatic Myst fans raving
about how fortunate we all are to be commenting on a project by a Myst
creator, and all I keep seeing is Oculus, Linux, no DRM, more updates, $1.1
million seems impossible. That's all, carry on. :)

451.

Horatio 3 days ago
Per Rand from yesterday's reddit AMA:
"And, rest assured we will happily support Linux when/if Unreal Engine 4 gets
it. And they know."

452.

Calogero Rumeo 3 days ago
yikes. This appears to be stalling pretty hard. Hopefully it pick up steam with
some late to the party backers, but when you havent hit 50% of your goal at
almost a week in it is usually a dog fight. Hopefully it picks up, but the way its
trending right now, there are some lean days ahead.

453.

Helena 3 days ago
Regarding Linux, what Cyan could do is to explain in more detail what would
make it possible (e.g. whether they need additional funds as well as Unreal 4
support, whether they would consider doing a port later, etc.)
We're entering the 'pledge trough' section of the KS, so what Cyan needs to

do now is focus on publicity, and encouraging current backers to up their
pledges. Some new pledge tiers might help, e.g. between the $1 and $25
levels or between $250 and $850. Pledges will probably stay at a low level
for quite a while now, but hopefully we'll see some spikes once they start
releasing major content updates.

454.

Bryan Powell 3 days ago
+1 for Oculus. I hope it's the first stretch goal. This is exciting new tech, and
we need visionaries like Cyan to make a compelling experience for it. 2 years
is a long time. Lots of people are going to own one by then, and they're all
going to want this game.

455.

Fien - St Christopher's Alumni 3 days ago
@Helena/Ksandra (and anyone else interested): The 3rd-person adventure
Lilly Looking Through will be released in a week on Steam and GOG. One of
last year's kickstarter projects with a modest goal. Developer Steve
Hoogendyk was responsible for the design and puzzles of Exile's Amateria. If
the demo is anything to go by, it will be a cute and charming game with
Mystian puzzles.

456.

Paskarl 3 days ago
Theoretically we´re are now placed between Moebius and SpaceVenture in
the Top 10 of crowdfunded Adventure games:
#06 $ 0,59 Mio Tex Murphy - Project Fedora (6,963 backer, 132%, Ø $86
backer)
#07 $ 0,54 Mio Two Guys SpaceVenture (10,809 backer, 107%, Ø $50
backer)
** $ 0,53 Mio Obduction ** (so far: 9,789 backer, 48%, Ø $54 backer) **
#08 $ 0,44 Mio Jane Jensen's Moebius (5,836 backer, 145%, Ø $75 backer)
Passing place 7 and 6 should be possible very soon... .

457.

David Mulder 3 days ago
Or even more important announce an Oculus supported version. I mean,
DRM-free releases are only bad for them, so I hope they won't do that
(though they already promised the physical version will be DRM free :S ).
Don't make the DRM too bad of course, but a bit of DRM to prevent literally
copy pasting the files to friends is a good thing :D . Either way, back to
Oculus, the importance of the Rift once it launches will be huge and if
Obduction would support it then that could have a huge effect on the
popularity of Obduction. Of course the people asking for it now aren't that
many, but I have given countless Oculus Rifts demo's and a small majority
already indicated they want to buy one once it's out on the market, that's a
HUGE market which will be served by around 10 to 20 full blown games, so
make sure to be part of those 20 games at launch ;-)

458.

Marie-Andree Poisson 3 days ago
@Ovidiu Normal behavior on KS.

459.

Matt Giuca 3 days ago
Guys asking for Linux support: it is NOT going to be promised to us before
the end of the Kickstarter. Unreal 4 would have to be ported to Linux first, and
that is not Cyan's call. I would suggest that it is highly likely that it is ported to
Linux some time in the next two years, so if you want a Linux version, back
away and you may get it. But if you are holding out hope that Cyan will
announce Linux support in the next three weeks, it is not going to happen.
What they *could* do to make a lot of people happy is announce a DRM-free
release, and I'm hoping they'll announce a partnership with a non-Steam
download provider before the end of the funding period. (I'd guess GOG.com
but they explicitly do not support Linux so I'm hoping it can be Humble Store.)

460.

Ovidiu Munteanu 3 days ago
Hi, it looks like the rate of new pledges has reduced considerably... Are you
guys still on track to reach $1.1m?

461.

ssam 3 days ago
I put in $1 because I enjoyed the Myst series. I'd love to put in some more if
you can confirm Linux support.

462.

David Thery-Bulha 3 days ago
From Rand himself : "We've got a few things for an Obduction update later
this week."

463.

CosmicMeeting 3 days ago
Still no proper content-update on Kickstarter after a week? :( I think it's a
huge mistake. I would've thought they wanted every dollar they could get, but
maybe I'm missing something. Anyway, Cyan seems to have made their
minds up regarding this, so I'm not going to continue harping about it.

464.

Clark Davis 3 days ago
Another positive visual:
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection
I can't help but think that a very good majority of the Double Fine backers,
myself included, jumped on their kickstarter because they heard "adventure
game" and were immediately drawn because of Myst and its legacy. Plus,
kickstarter was still fairly new at that point, and I think since then the general
public's impression of how successful a kickstarter can be in the video game
realm is a mixed bag considering the projects that have not come to fruition

as promised and have been very poor in delivery. I agree with many that a
slew of people are holding back pledges until they are comfortably confident
that the project will succeed.
That said, most kickstarters have a surge at the end. The Long Dark
(http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/hinterlandgames/the-long-dark-a-firstperson-post-disaster-surviva/) didn't even hit half funding until half-way
through the kickstarter. Once it started getting positive comments/articles
from major gaming outlets, pledges picked up and surged passed funding
four days before the end. So, as many have commented, we really do need
some content updates so those outlets have a reason to suggest the project
to readers. And as much as we all want a lot more pledges NOW, overall
progress is very positive.

465.

Dylan Melowitz - St Christopher's Alumni 3 days ago
I wonder if that guy who said a few days ago that we won't hit 500K is still
around.
I had predicted it would happen around Wednesday, looks like I was way off
in a good way. They're well on schedule to hit that 1.1 goal.

466.

Creator Cyan, Inc. 3 days ago
Rand just did an AMA on reddit. Link on over and see if he covered anything
you were interested in. And Rand says he'll continue to answer question in
the AMA thread over the next week.
http://redd.it/1ozzcx

467.

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago
Hmmm. I was really hoping the AMA would cause a spike to $550K. I guess if
there's a spike after the next big update, we'll see if that's a good strategy.

468.

Helena 3 days ago
Yeah, I left because there were so few companies left making the types of
games I wanted to play :-( That's why I've become a total Kickstarter
evangelist; suddenly they're all flooding back again: point-and-click
adventures, old-school RPGs, turn-based strategy... I'm not exaggerating
when I say that pretty much every game I'm currently looking forward to has
been funded through Kickstarter. Maybe it's time to sign up on some of the
old forums again.

469.

Fien - St Christopher's Alumni 3 days ago
Hey Ksandra! :) I remember you very well. You've left all the forums? Hope
you'll drop in again sometime, although I'm not as active myself as I used to
be.

470.

Helena 4 days ago
Hello Fien! Haven't seen you in a while (I used to post on Justadventure.com
and Adventuregamers.com as 'Ksandra'.) Nice to see some familiar faces
here.

471.

Fien - St Christopher's Alumni 4 days ago
Sean, it means that tomorrow we'll be below the average needed. And for
many days after tomorrow. Not necessarily a reason for concern, but not a
piece of cake either. Compare for instance Armikrog.

472.

Sean T. Arata 4 days ago
From a pure numbers standpoint, its interesting that we have leveled off to a
consistent 20K+/day for the past few days. If we get another couple of grand
today then we'll have met the average needed according to Kicktraq. Not

sure what that means exactly, but its interesting.

473.

Paskarl 4 days ago
Never ment to say that the work outside of kickstarter is not important! It is! A
lot! So fully agree on what is said about that!!
Sadly, running a ks project is often underestimate in a lot of ways.
There were a few famous ones who failed due to homemade mistakes.
Anyhow, there were so few projects who were financed without any input
from the dev team. I still doubt that Obduction is of the same kind.
But hey, i LOVE to see this become true, proven otherwise and enjoy the
stretch goal list hits one after another...

474.

Rainer Kesselschlaeger 4 days ago
*adds 2 n in convi(n)ce*

475.

Rainer Kesselschlaeger 4 days ago
@Christina: Sure they won't not. But that's not the point.
Real Cyan/Myst fans already pledged. Telling friends is of course a good way
to reach more people, but we're talking about those Kickstarter members
who already saw this project, but are hesitating.
See, not everybody is a HUGE Myst fan. Many like it, but just telling them
"hey, here's another Myst-like game coming up" might not be enough to
convice them.
But what could convice them is showing them "Here's another Myst-like
game which is just PURELY AWESOME this time".
And this can only be done with well-placed updates. Updates not hidden or
linked somewhere else, but directly on the Kickstarter project page.

476.

Marco Meijer 4 days ago
@Paskarl
I must slightly disagree with you. This Kickstarter is already close to the 50%
mark. Usually the amount of money gained in the first 6 or so days is doubled
in the last 6 or so, as early backers decide to pledge more in the end and
others who were waiting to see if the project was nearing success finally
jump the fence. Even without regular updates, this project is likely to
succeed. This project just has that much momentum already.
But I do think that what you mentioned generally contributes greatly to a
project's success. Content-rich updates are important even when a project
appears to be practically running itself. They will virtually always attract more
new backers as well as give old backers a reason to up their pledges.
I do again disagree with you in that you make marketing by spreading the
word seem unimportant. Not everyone regularly checks Kickstarter, so
articles on popular websites or posts on popular forums or social media are
very important. Although those content-rich updates might be even more
vital, having people know about the project is still extremely necessary as
well. As Christina says, updates won't reach out to people who haven't seen
the KS page yet.

477.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 4 days ago
How will updates help reach out to people who haven't seen the KS page
yet?
(Reminder to everyone who wants this to succeed: tell your friends!)

478.

Paskarl 4 days ago
Btw: assumed that the average pledges $-wise will be the same as yet we ,
Cyan , need 10.634 additional backers!
My first guess was 18.000 in total. Truth will be something between 18k-20k
backers because in the end phase (900k-1.1Mio) existing backers are willing
to throw in a few more bucks.
Whatever, those additional 9k-11k needed backers won´t show up if Cyan
didn´t use the update funtion in a content-rich way!

479.

Paskarl 4 days ago
@Adreitz: 1000% disagree to what you´ve said and to your conclusion out of
it!
They have to deliver content-rich updates for making it for new backers
attractive as well for getting more money from existing backers. That´s the
same story with every big ks-project so far!
I don´t care what the do on FB, on forums, on Reddit or wherever because
they´re HERE asking for money and nowhere else (besides paypal which will
be available a bit longer after the ks project). And I´ve never asked for
spoilers and I never will.
Just check the other big game projects and their update strategy. No need for
spoilers. Talk about the developer themself, a bit about the dev processes in
the past, what has changed, what has inspired them today, what are there
plans to keep from Myst and Riven, what can still work from a gameplay
perspective, what need to be changed etc. They can talk about so many
things without going into details or into story and stuff. You talked about
teaser. Would be a great start! They should start teasing besides talking a bit
about other stuff.
If they´re not doing it this project won´t be successful.
Trust me, I have followed 135 crowdfunding game projects so far :-)
62 succeded, 73 failed. The ones which failed did that mostly for the same
reasons.
A lack of updates is still reason nr. 1!
A project of this size won´t be a fast-selling item.
There is only one Double Fine Adventure! That won´t happen again!
1000% agree to Helena btw. ;-)

480.

Marcus Magnusson 4 days ago
Wow, this looks really promising. Keeping my fingers crossed for Rift support!

481.

Mehmet Acr 4 days ago
How about rewarding boxed edition for 45 dollar pledge if 2 million mile stone
have reached?

482.

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 4 days ago
http://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/1ozzcx/rand_miller_here_cocreator_
of_myst_riven_got_a/

483.

Michael Pollard 4 days ago
There is no denying that a kickstarter can be hugely successful.
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1513061270/reaper-miniatures-bones-iithe-return-of-mr-bones
I wonder why? Hmmmmm?

484.

John (Official Elite:Dangerous Novelist) 4 days ago
For those worried about the kickstarter, just a word about the other
kickstarters I've been involved in. they all start with a hiss and a roar. . .. and
then they taper off big time. they slow right down in the middle and everyone
starts worrying their pants off and bemoaning the interaction and the lack of
updates etc etc....and then it perks up and rushes across the line.
So relax and enjoy the ride :)

485.

Helena 4 days ago
@ Destineer: "Kickstarters are not the time for subtlety."
That says it all, really. At present I'm not too worried about hitting the funding
target; I actually think the campaign is doing pretty well. But I'd like to see it
do really fantastically well, and that's why I keep encouraging Cyan to
interact with backers and keep the updates flowing. I think the Reddit AMA is
a really good idea, and I'm looking forward to it; that's the last I'll say on this
subject for the moment.

486.

Ryan S. Davis 4 days ago
Good grief people. We are 3 hours away from an hour-long information
session with Rand. Can you at least wait 3 measly hours before continuing to
complain about lack of information? I'm quite sure all the news he reveals will
also be posted as an update for those unable to be there live.

487.

Joshua Sauer 4 days ago
But that's the last I should say on the topic. I feel I've been contributing to a
kind of negative vibe, and I regret that. I am VERY excited about this game.

488.

Joshua Sauer 4 days ago
@Marco- I can appreciate the difficulty you face as a Linux-only user (or
Linux preferring, I guess). But you are in a small minority from all reports. It
makes total sense for you to push for what would be best for you, and to hold
out on pledging more (or even drop your pledge) unless it happens. However,
Linux is used by a small number of people, an even smaller number of which
do not also have another OS. When SteamOS hits, evidence suggests that
the vast majority of folks who will have a SteamOS system by the TV WILL
have a non-Linux desktop in another room, simply because the vast majority
of folks playing computer games have such a thing right NOW. All I'm saying
is that porting to Linux doesn't SEEM like it would draw in as many people,
for the resources that would need to be expended (given that the game
engine does not currently support Linux, apparently), as making a bigger and
better game for the huge majority of the market that doesn't use Linux. I'd be
really happy if the game could be enjoyed by anybody on any system. All I'm
wary of is, with limited resources, expending any of them on issues that
aren't part of making the game itself better, before the game is as great as
they want it to be.

489.

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago
To those people who are worried about the potential success of this
campaign and the sidekick website, maybe have a look at sidetraq instead:
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection
Do please bear in mind that there are just predictions and fluctuate all the

time. Nonetheless, it is showing well over 200%
Just help spread the word and trust Cyan - there is no need to worry nor
demand constant updates. They'll provide them all in good time I'm sure :)

490.

Destineer 4 days ago
I agree that the lack of substantive information is off-putting. I totally
understand that Cyan's games hinge on mystery and accumulation of
knowledge, but there's so much more that could be done. Interviews with the
team, retrospectives on the Myst series and what they learned, Fan art
showcases, etc. The community can be engaged without spoiling the game.
It's cool that they're dropping subtle hints that could lead into an ARG, but
kickstarters are not the time for subtlety. They can go quiet and drop clues
once fundraising is complete, but there's a very limited time to raise those
funds, and now is the time to beat the drums.

491.

Ed Matuskey 4 days ago
Woot--loving the progress! Can they get to 10k & 50% by the end of the first
week? I think so...
And since this is a popular topic: I prefer information be front-loaded, not
artificially constrained over the weeks in an effort to keep their members
entertained with updates. Either this is a game you want or it's not, based on
the available data. Holding back key data points until days or weeks into the
drive has just as much chance of backfiring and alienating current pledgers,
as it does drawing in new ones, IMO.

492.

Marco Meijer 4 days ago
@Joshua Sauer
The streaming function is only aimed at people who have a SteamOS
computer next to their TV and a gaming machine in another room. It's not a
magical work around to play Windows games on Linux. Many people are
quite happy just using their primary gaming machine and don't feel like
buying one game PC with Windows for those few games and buying a
second one with Linux. I could boot Linux on my ancient laptop and Windows
on my game PC which is placed right next to it, and stream the game from

Windows to Linux to get an idea of playing the game on Linux, but that would
be completely meaningless. Not to mention some of us have only one PC,
and can't stream from Windows to Linux, since you would need to boot two
operating systems at the same time. In the end, you're still stuck with an
inconvenient and slow operating system.

493.

Clark Davis 4 days ago
Time for some positive stats :)
"Projects that reach 30% of their funding goal succeed more than 90% of the
time."
http://www.kickstarter.com/blog/happy-birthday-kickstarter
"And, by applying the rule of 30 percent, it becomes clear that once projects
get over the hurdle of 20 percent funding and reach 30 percent or more of
their funding target, the chance of reaching the funding goal grows
exponentially."
http://gigaom.com/2012/06/28/analyzing-kickstarter-what-succeeds-by-howmuch-and-how-often/
I think we'll be fine, but no excuse to let up on the linking and sharing and
facebooking, and *especially* tweeting for all you tweeters out there.
http://arstechnica.com/business/2013/10/statistical-models-can-predict-akickstarters-success-within-4-hours/

494.

Patrick M. Collier 4 days ago
I wouldn't worry too much. The typical kickstarter follows a reverse bell curve
with lots of funds raised the first 48-72 then the daily donation levels drop off
sharply and level out at a much lower level for the rest of the campaign. Then
the last 48 hours go crazy again as everyone pushes for the finish. This
project is off to a good start and as long as people continue donating at a
fairly even pace for the rest of the project we should make the target easily.
Yes Cyan has asked for a lot but they are a very well known and well loved
studio with a proven track record. All of that bodes well for them. Just look at
what Obsidian Studios did on their kickstarter. As long as fans spread the
word and Cyan doesn't let the Kickstarter go without some fun updates along
the way we will make it no problem. It is way too early to start getting
nervous.

495.

Helena 4 days ago
@ Adreitz: the problem is that you can't handle a Kickstarter campaign the
same way you would a normal release, even for a Cyan game. In order to
attract new backers, you really do need to release regular updates giving
plenty of new information. Most of the really 'hardcore' Myst fans have
already pledged by this point, and other potential backers aren't going to go
hunting through the Cyan forums for hints and tidbits; they want to see
exactly what they're getting before they hand over their money. I understand
that spoilers are a problem with this type of game, but Cyan do need to keep
their backers' appetites whetted with actual content if they want this
campaign to be successful.

496.

Dimitrios 4 days ago
And https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames…
lol like like like like!!!!!!

497.

Dimitrios 4 days ago
Chill out!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch…
The guy is fantastic!!
I would like to say that all are more than welcome for CYAN!! So its better to
focus on spreading the word, rather than criticize each other beliefs or wants
(especially when we are making conclusion for others using our point of you).
As for prediction : http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/

498.

Adreitz 4 days ago
@ Michael I wouldn't trust the results from that site. If you sort the project list

by the goal amount, you'll see that hardly any of the projects with the highest
goals have a success probability above 5%, even if they're 89% funded with
several days left on their campaigns. And, if you drill down and look at the
charts for individual projects, you'll see that they are highly variable. It looks
like that site is geared more towards small-cap projects and doesn't have
good data for large-cap projects.

499.

Tako Shak 4 days ago
I think Rand will probably address a lot of these things at the Reddit
questionnaire. Hopefully afterwards, we'll see a spike in pledges.

500.

Sean T. Arata 4 days ago
I really wish Kickstarter would let me edit posts....

501.

Sean T. Arata 4 days ago
@Michael I don't see how that SideKick thing can give this 0% chance of
success after only 6 days. I'm not debating that there are some statistical
models that might show us not trending well, but there are no statistics
anywhere that would show 0% chance of raining. It's sunny outside, but
there's still likely a very minute chance of it raining today. I would take that
site with a giant cup of salt at the moment as its methodology isn't really all
that clear. Besides, there are 24 days left and we're closing in on 50%. Not
really time to panic.
However, we definitely need more formal updates focusing on gameplay
without going into spoilers.

502.

Adreitz 4 days ago
Paskari, if you had such content available before starting your campaign, why

would you withhold it, except to create a false sense of progress or
anticipation? Cyan provided lots of info up front (except if you're looking for
spoilers, which Cyan will never do), and they continue to provide new info as
questions are brought up to them through this KS page, their Twitter and
Facebook sites, and the upcoming Reddit question and answer session
happening this afternoon. Please understand that the type of games Cyan
makes are easily spoiled as they rely heavily on a sense of mystery and
exploration, so they will NOT provide a plot setup or world overview or
anything like that. They will continue to provide more information, but it will be
in the same form as the existing information -- tidbits and hints, and the
occasional screenshot or concept art (probably obfuscated in some way).
This kind of game requires teasers, not answers. If that frustrates you, then
maybe these types of games just aren't your style.

503.

Michael Pollard 4 days ago
The Kickstarter home page has a bit about predicting Kickstarter success
http://seedingfactory.com/2013/10/predicting-your-kickstarter-successkicktraq-and-sidekick/ . Sidekick gives Obduction 0% probability of success
http://sidekick.epfl.ch/campaign/1719494931-obduction
Might be time to put more money in!

504.

CosmicMeeting 4 days ago
I have to agree with Paskarl and as there haven't been any proper contentupdates I downgraded my pledge. I'm actually rather baffled by the lack of
content as I thought that such a well known company, this far into the
Kickstarter phenomenon, would be all-out fantastic. Ah well, time will tell.

505.

Joshua Sauer 4 days ago
@Matt- The point was that people who ONLY have Linux are a very, very
small segment of the market. The argument was made that the upcoming
SteamOS would make people more likely to want Linux support. My
response to THAT idea was that, no, that doesn't necessarily follow, as I'd be
willing to bet the the large majority of those using SteamOS will NOT be
Linux only users, and therefore will be able to stream PC or Mac versions of

the game from their non-Linux desktop. I'm not trying to say Linux support
should not happen, I'm just saying that making the best game possible
should come first.

506.

Paskarl 4 days ago
Congrats for the first $500k!!!
So now would be a good time for the first REAL update, wouldn´t it? ;-)
I mean honestly, I would never start a ks project for such a huge IP without
having 3-5 content-rich updates prepared in advance.
Still waiting for Update Nr. 1!!

507.

Helena 4 days ago
Yeah, it would be good if Cyan could offer certain items as individual add-ons
(though I'm guessing the art book would still be quite expensive).

508.

Jeff Dickinson 4 days ago
I would increase my contribution if there was an option to get just the artbook
for less than $250. All I want is the physical artbook and the digital game. No
poster, no T-shirt, no boxed game. Cyan's art is amazing and inspiring and a
book on my shelf would be so cool.
Digital artboook, not so much. I'll end up accidentally deleting it. Just saying
it'd be a great option.

509.

Sean T. Arata 4 days ago
I'm really liking our trending so far as we've been able to hit the average
needed each day even during this slowing down period. 40K to 50% which is
a huge milestone, can we jump to get this taken care of today?

510.

Tim G 4 days ago
+1 to Oculus Rift support. But, IMHO, /only/ if it works with the game. I'd
rather it didn't have Rift support than it just be bolted on.
Good luck with the game!

511.

Adam Pober 4 days ago
Please please please work with a distributor to make the digital release
DRM-free. Perhaps someone like GOG.com?

512.

JustADude 4 days ago
Really liking the sound of Obduction and the promise of immersing myself in
the world. But I believe that there's an even greater potential for a stronger
sense of immersion. Are there plans to make Obduction Oculus Riftcompatible? As you are making a true 3D world with the Unreal engine, and
providing the ability for free-roam, I can't think of a better way to really lose
yourself in the world.

513.

Marco Meijer 4 days ago
Linux being too small to support is a bit of an awkward argument (I saw some
mention of this below), if Humble Bundle provides any indication. Every time
it was the Linux users who were more willing to spend money. Right now,
Linux has actually a slightly bigger slice in total amount paid than Mac
(though you have to look very hard to see it on the graph), and together they
are about a quarter of the pizza. That's significant. And even if the Humble
Bundle wasn't a good indication, even if Linux is just 1 or 2 percent of the
market share, I still don't understand why companies like EA Games do make
Mac releases of some games, but no Linux releases, unless porting from

Mac to Linux actually costs millions. If your sales are in the millions, that 1 or
2 percent of the market still amounts to a lot of money. And all this is just the
numbers of today. SteamOS might make Linux even more significant.

514.

VkBest 4 days ago
I hope this get a PS4 release, I pledged despite my PC is not powerful
enough for UE4.

515.

Stefan Laackman 4 days ago
@JB: Can't agree more!

516.

Matt Giuca 4 days ago
@Joshua Sauer: "Last I heard, SteamOS, though Linux based, was claiming
that you would be able to stream games to it from Windows or MacOS
machines."
This is not a substitute for a native port by any means; if anything, it's a
temporary stop-gap measure. It requires that you own a Windows or Mac
machine that is specced enough to play the game, and have it running while
you play the game. Therefore, it is useless for people who just have Linux.
The only thing that it allows is for you to play the game on your TV while your
Win/Mac machine is in the other room. This is entirely orthogonal to true
Linux support.

517.

JB 4 days ago
I'm really pleased to have been able to contribute something back to Cyan to
say thanks for Myst and Riven that I played and enjoyed very many years
ago now. Yes, I paid for the software at the time but I always felt that there
was just a little bit more due in respect of the obvious attention, passion and

raw imaginative talent that went into those games. This is first time I've
backed a KS funded project and I really get that the purpose of raising the
money this way is that it allows the team at Cyan to do things their way, to
take risks and develop something a bit left of field that may well not give the
senior accountant at some big publication house that warm fuzzy feeling of
guaranteed commercial success. As a community of excited consumers I can
see that we all have a million good ideas and a sense of ownership in the
project which is great, but at the same time I think we have to back off from
demanding daily updates, and making incessant feature demands. I trust the
Cyan team enough to hand over my money, wish them luck and trust them to
commit themselves wholeheartedly to the project without the worry of funding
the next wage cheque or not being able to invest in the resources they need
to do the job properly. I believe that our job as a community is to raise
awareness of the project and keep the enthusiasm bubbling under on social
media and to let the Cyan team know that they have our quiet support and
faith in their ability then give them the space to deliver us a great game
experience at the end of the process.

518.

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago
Great to see we made it past the $500,000 already - that's fantastic! Out of
the 13 projects I've backed on Kickstarter, nine of which were games, this is
the one I keep coming back to and checking the totals :)
Cyan, I trust you have a number of exciting AMA's, videos, WiPs, concepts
and are contacting every gaming outlet on the planet. I also hope that ALL
BACKERS are doing what THEY can to help spread the word. The more
people that know about this the better! With a steady average of just over
$50 per pledger, imagine what we could do with something like the 90,000
backers of the DoubleFine Adventure! That would be around $4,500,000!
LETS ALL SPREAD THE WORD, PLEASE! :)

519.

Aimfri 4 days ago
OK Cyan, we're past $500,000. So, now, where are my gorgeous concept-art
wallpapers ? =p

520.

David Thery-Bulha 4 days ago
Why people are constantly asking for Linux support ? Cyan already
answered, it's the first question of the FAQ (don't forget to read it) !
I mean, what are they hoping for ? Cyan answer was pretty clear, they are
going to do it only if they can.
Obviously they could say yes now and everybody would be happy, but that
wouldn't be honest as it doesn't depend on them.

521.

Andrew 4 days ago
Wow John, funny that we say almost exactly the same thing about the
"aloneness" in the games!

522.

Andrew 4 days ago
Evan, yeah, I absolutely love that about Myst and Riven. The aloneness
ended up being one of my favorite elements of the games, somehow.
Strangely, it wasn't a true sense of aloneness because of how much
manmade or otherwise "intentional" stuff was all about. Gave such a strange
feeling of life despite the actual relative lack thereof. ;)

523.

John (Official Elite:Dangerous Novelist) 4 days ago
Hi guys, just found this and joined up.
Evan that is exactly the same feeling I had. the world felt so quiet yet so loud,
alive yet so dead. Something never captured in any other games (for me).
A great reward would be copies of the old games like Myst DRM free to play
again while we wait for this one to come out

524.

Menno Pleijster 4 days ago
Please consider supporting Linux as a platform. I would be very grateful for it!
Thank you and looking forward to another excellent game!

525.

John GT 4 days ago
If you pledge the Boxed version, do you still get access to a Digital version?
Not that I don't trust YOU, Cyan, but I certainly no longer trust Microsoft and
their idiotic complete reboots of WIndows. My Myst and Riven CDs kept
needing major workovers to keep up with Microsoft pains, until I found GOG
and digified my whole Myst series. I want the collector box, but I also want a
game that might survive more than a few Windows conversions.

526.

Evan Smith 4 days ago
So it seems you wont be alone. Sounds like there will be NPC's. I remember
the eerie felling of walking around in Myst, Riven etc. exploring and being
total alone for the most part. Just you the landscape and the music. Anyone
else feel like that playing through the games?

527.

Jon Asquith 4 days ago
Hopefully the bigger updates are within the next couple of days to help keep
things rolling along nicely. I feel like I'm getting addicted to the pledge
number, I'm checking it every spare moment that I get!

528.

Tzolak~Rescue of Amberlina~YANTH~TLDoR 4 days ago
I'm saying hey from the YANTH community! ;)

529.

jeremy burton 4 days ago
so cool over 500,000. I wish I could give more!! I'm telling everyone I know.....
please do the same.

530.

Michael Winter 4 days ago
550,000k by Tuesday [my original prediction] now seems unrealistic. But 550
by Wednesday is well within reach. That's 50% in 6 days. Since this is my
first KS campaign, I have no idea what the significance of such a feat means.
Does anyone have any statics on the present of KS projects that have reach
the 50% mark in six days that have gone on to be successfully funded? I'm
so hoping it's 100%.

531.

Tako Shak 4 days ago
Do we have to wait for 550 to get another update?

532.

Bryan Powell 4 days ago
I wanna see $660,000. Projects that hit 60% are successful 98% of the time!

533.

Sean T. Arata 4 days ago
Hopefully 500K looks good visually to those wanting to pledge and will spur
them to do so.

534.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer 4 days ago
I'm still waiting for us to get over $550k.. that is, the halfway point :)

535.

swordswinger710 4 days ago
Nice @anton jøsef! It was driving me crazy waiting.

536.

Mike Glinski 4 days ago
...and we thank you. :)

537.

anton jøsef 4 days ago
I just had to wait till I could be the one to put over $500K haha

538.

Mike Glinski 4 days ago
The first Kickstarter I ever ponied up an cash for. As a Myst fan from WAY
back, this was pretty much a no-brainer. That Cyan jingle still gives me
goosebumps....
Hoping to see this one make it. Good luck!

539.

Jeremy Gottwig 4 days ago
I think the view that Linux is irrelevant in the desktop market is about to get
antiquated really fast. It's already increasingly common for developers to port
software over to Linux, and the popularity of Ubuntu has made for a more
unified development experience. What's more, SteamOS is on the horizon.
I'd wager that in five years, Linux will be competitive when it comes to
gamers, and SteamOS will largely drive this. Right now, Linux's market share
is pretty limited, but that's only right now. By the time Obduction comes out,
I'd wager that Linux will be a much bigger deal.

540.

Destineer 4 days ago
@Craig, I agree about the catch 22 situation, but at least for me, things feel
different now. As a developer myself, and all the other developers I know,
win8 and related products are so unpleasant and dysfunctional that we've
been shifting all of our tech and infrastructure away from windows, and it's
great. Even Valve has identified Win 8 and its "me too" app store model as a
threat to their core business (Steam) and are taking preemptive steps, which
means throwing their weight into the SteamOS project, and by extension
Linux in general.
The main thing for me is that, at least for games, porting between OS X and
Linux is incredibly easy, and there's really no reason why it can't be done.
SDL2 is being funded by Valve for just this reason, and it's already rock solid.
Using that in combination with OpenGL rendering, which is already
necessary for the OS X version, porting is very low friction. But in the end it
does come down to Epic and whether or not UE4 is written in such a way that
makes porting unnecessarily difficult. We'll have to see I suppose. the UE3
Linux port used SDL2 as a substrate, so hopefully that will also be possible
here.

541.

Craig Jacobs 4 days ago
@Destineer - I'd like to agree with you, but the reality is that Linix is only
1.65% of the total desktop marketshare. I use Linux every day, but on servers
which is a different thing altogether. OS X is only 7.6% but history has shown

that Mac users as a group are much more willing to pay for software than
others, so it makes sense for them to support Mac.
From my perspective mobile, specifically iPad, is far more important and
lucrative than Linux. The year of the Linux desktop has just never arrived,
even as good as Ubuntu is, this situation is a Catch 22. App builders want
market share to justify building apps, you need marketshare to attract
developers, so it just doesn't happen.
I despise Windows, and I use Macs in my business. I have issues wits OS X
and I'd switch to Linux, but I need Photoshop. I need Apeture or Lightroom. I
need Microsoft Office. There are no alternatives to these for Linux. I've given
up.
@light487 - There isn't an assumption that it won't, but it doesn't currently. I
would expect to see iOS before Linux given the number of iPads out there.

542.

light487 - "Cornerstone" Backer 4 days ago
Hrmm.. if UE3 has already been ported to Linux and to mobile platforms..
why is the general assumption that UE4 can't/won't be ported to Linux and
mobile platforms as well?

543.

Destineer 4 days ago
Agreed. UE3 has been successfully ported to Linux (Dungeon Defenders,
part of Humble Bundle 7). Demand is definitely there. Streaming in SteamOS
is a neat stopgap feature so people don't lose access to their huge
preexisting windows game libraries; it's not a path forward for new games.
Win8 is terrible, and there's a palpable shift in the industry now. I'm excited
for it, and am willing to put my money where my mouth is. I'll increase my
pledge by hundreds of dollars if they commit to a Linux version in some way.
I realize I'm just one person and irrelevant in the scheme of things, but
offering to pay significantly more is the only leverage I have, so I'll use it.

544.

Kate W 4 days ago
Yeah I was under the impression that it was all dependent on the game
engine chosen. That said, it's long past time for game engines to support

Linux off the bat.

545.

Craig Jacobs 4 days ago
Correct me if I'm wrong, but URE4 doesn't yet support Linux does it? Or iOS
or Android for that matter. They are obviously choosing URE4 for some it's
awesome new features like real-time global illumination, and direct updating
of C++ code (yes I skimmed the wikipedia page and copypastad)
Linus/mobile support will depend on the availability of the underlying engine
for those platforms.
URE4 highlight demo video http://www.youtube.com/watch…

546.

Joshua Sauer 4 days ago
@Greg- Last I heard, SteamOS, though Linux based, was claiming that you
would be able to stream games to it from Windows or MacOS machines. If
that is in fact true, and not just hype, the need to port the game specifically
for Linux would seem minimal, at least so far as folks looking to use
SteamOS are concerned.

547.

Greg Szemiot 4 days ago
@Joshua - I think Linux is going to become more than the tiny fraction it is
currently when SteamOS comes out, and people are anticipating games on
that OS. Hell, I know many people who would ditch Windows in a heartbeat
(especially Windows 8) if Linux had a more robust gaming lineup going
forward.

548.

Citrean 5 days ago
Hello just backed this project, I can't believe this is going to be made!

549.

David Cheatham 5 days ago
linux being the robust platform that it is with all the methods to run windows
gamed that it has... doesn't seem like an issue yeah a strait linux version
would be nice but hardly should be a barrier to backing.

550.

William C. Strohm 5 days ago
@Chris - Yes, you had me with that one. Such cleverness cannot be denied.
BTW, now I think that music in Rand's video from 2:00 to 2:10 is NOT from
Obsidian... but I can't remember where I heard it.
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248 backers
Morale Supporter ============================= Thank you! You'll receive
Kickstarter backer updates (digital) as your reward. Your support of Obduction helps
get us one step closer to making this new, virtual world a reality!
Estimated delivery: Nov 2013
•

Pledge $25 or more

5873 backers
Gimme the Game ============================= You'll receive a digital
download of Obduction for your computer (Windows or MacOS) along with a digital
manual. Plus, you'll get access to special backers-only Obduction forums where you
can share & speculate about the game and interact with the development team.
You'll be listed in the "Backers" section in the game credits and on the official
website. Additionally, you'll receive digital hi-res concept art painted by awardwinning artist Stephan Martiniere.
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•
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Digital Collector ============================= You'll receive our Obduction
digital Strategy Guide, a Digital Art of Cyan Artbook, and the digital version of the
Obduction soundtrack. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•
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1456 backers
Gimme the Box ============================= Receive an exclusive

Obduction special boxed edition containing the game for Windows or MacOS. The
boxed version will be available only through this Kickstarter campaign. Your name
will be featured in the "Box Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $120 or more

441 backers
Show & Tell ============================= Get an exclusive, limited edition
Obduction T-shirt. You will also get an 8 by 10 print only available via the Kickstarter
campaign and 3 high quality postcard prints. Your name will be featured in the
"Show & Tell Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $250 or more

419 backers
Art Collector ============================= You'll receive an exclusive
Kickstarter limited edition Art of Obduction book along with an exclusive Kickstarter
poster – both will be signed by Rand Miller and the team members. Your name will
also be in the "Signature Backers" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $850 or more

30 backers All gone!
Become the Artist ============================ Help us design an item in
Obduction! Your personalized item has a chance to be seen by anyone playing
Obduction. You'll provide the look (some restrictions apply), and we will put your
item in the game. Your name will also be in the "Additional Design" section of the
credits. (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $850 or more

13 backers Limited (47 left of 60)
Egg-sibitionist ============================ Not the artistic type? We'll give
you another option. You provide an image (that you own the rights to), and we will
build an exclusive Easter egg that only you will know how to solve. Your name will
also be in the "Additional Design" section of the credits. (+ all previous rewards,
except "Become the Artist")
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
Add $15 USD to ship outside the US
•

Pledge $4,500 or more

2 backers Limited (28 left of 30)
Let's do Launch at Cyan. ============================ Spend an entire

business day at Cyan and visit with the team! Look behind the scenes, ask those
burning questions, and join us in an exclusive friends and family private launch
party. Includes lunch, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging. Also receive an
exclusive Obduction prop; less than 100 of these will be produced - exclusively for
this campaign and the Obduction team. Your name will also be in the opening
credits as “Executive Backers” (+ all previous rewards)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015
•

Pledge $10,000 or more

2 backers Limited (8 left of 10)
Experience Design at Cyan ============================ Experience an
early Obduction design meeting either at Cyan's studio (travel provided) or via
Skype, Google Hangouts, or FaceTime (iPad provided.) We'll prep you with
background info, and you'll watch a brainstorming/problem-solving session play out
- it might get loud. Later that evening, have dinner with Rand Miller and other
members of the design team. As the production progresses, you'll be one of the first
to play an early build and provide feedback to the design team via Skype. You'll
continue to receive project updates from the producer along with exclusive updated
builds that you'll be able to play. Your name will be in the opening credits as
“Supporting Producer." Part of selecting this reward means you must select from
either 1) lunch, dinner, airfare (up to $800), and two nights' lodging OR 2) latest
iPad (Wifi internet connection required.) (+ all previous rewards - yes, you will be
joining us at the launch party, too!)
Estimated delivery: Oct 2015

